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ABSTRACT
This collection of activities is organized into two

sections. The first, entitled "Manipulatives," suggests materials
which may be used to introduce or reinforce mathematical concepts
such as: basic arithmetic operations; place value; long division;
percents; multiples and common denominators; informal geometry
including area, perimeter and volume; and pattern recognition and
other problem-solving strategies. The second section, "Games,"
reflects the authors' conviction that games have a contribution to
make in.the mathematics classroom, particularly in the areas of basic
skills practice, applications, dad logic and strategy development.
Like the first section, it is organized by grade level. The majority
of activities are appropriate for the primary and elementary levels
although many include variations suitable for higher grade levels.
None of the activities described requires the purchase of commercial
materials and both sections are prefaced with articles providing, a
basic rationale for the use of manipulatives and games which may
prove helpful when dealing with skeptical parents or administrators.
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GETTING IT ALL TOGETHER WITH MATH LEARNING CENTERS

by Patricia C. Manning

This selection describes learning centers that teach-
ers can Make from recycled materials. The specific
examples given are aimed at the primary grades but
can easily he adapted to higher grade levels.
Patricia C. Manning is an Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education, Florida Technological Uni-
versity. Orlando.

Have you.tried learning centers? Why notbegin trying
learning centers in your classroom? Whether you are teach-
ing 6, 16, Or 26- year-olds, learning centers can provide"
a new and exciting approach to the teaching of math. Not
only can math learning centers help you to "get tt all

together," but also they can motivate and help your
students to "get it all together." Learning centers can be an
extra set of hands for you, they can be-used to introduce a
new skill or concept, to reinforce a skill, and to provide ad
ditional practice of skill. teaming centers can enrich,
reinforce, drill, enlighten, relieve boredom, add reduce
discipline problems. Learning centers can be a third hand,
assisting you when working with large groups, small groups,
or individuals. Learning centers can be a teaching tool and
are a-teaching technique. Have lconvinced you? If I have,
dud% stop now there are some good ideas that follow.

There are many ways to utilize learning centers in
teaching math in an elementary or middle school classroom.
But before you Implement the learning center approach in
your classroom, begin collecting odds and ends of materials
(bottle caps, stirrers, tongue depressors, egg cartons, old
catalogs, menus, pieces of Styrofoam, packing materials

, the list goes on and on). Then begin placing these materials
("Happy Trash") in boxes labeled with the contents. Now
you are ready to begin putting activities together from the
collection of materials.

Learning centers need not and should not be expen-
sive or time consuming for you to make. Older students
could aid in making activities for learning centets. Parent
volunteers, paraprofessionals, and to ehers in _a budding;
could develop banks of learning centers to share and co-
operatively use.

If you arc a primary teacher, here are a few suges-
tions to get you started in making actIvnics for your

enters. Make a clown out of carabuSid with a numeral on
the hat, then have the student place buttons on the clown's
costume accordingly ;Or cut ,the shape of a shirt or blouse
uut of cardboard and color it,.make buttonholes and place
the corresponding number of buttons on one side of the
blouse or shirt. Make washcloths with numerals on them,
the student places the washcloth on a clothesline, and the
coma number of clothespins are-placed on the washcloth
according to the number sewn on it. Activities of this type
could be put in individual boxes, labeled (with symbols and
words), and placed s...that they are easily accessible to
teacher and student. A backdrop of .ardbuard or a sewing
cutting board could be placed un a table or floor in the
classroom with the boxes of the various activities in front.
The student could have the teacher check the activity. A
list could be madc of each student in the classroom with
the activity listed at the top, and when the student has
successfully completed the skill, she,he can then cross
her,lus name of. the list. This activity checklist can then
be used at a later date for recording information for diag-
nostic and evaluation purposes.

Leaping centers in the intermediate grades could
become mute detailed as to what is expected of the student
ss sbe,'he progresses through tasks that are outlined at the
center >,

Here are some titles for your centers: "The Fact
Fair," "Math Path," "Got a Minute?" "Is Math Bugging
You?" ur "The Times -of Your Life." For examplitle a
!earring center "The Fact 'Fart." and the objecti7C for the
center is to solve basic addttiun and subtraction facts. "The
Fact Fair" center could have a picture of aelowialkolding
balloons with simple facts written on them. The picture o
the clown could be fastened to a backdrop made of card-
board and placed on the fluor. In front of the backdrop,
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place boles and tile folders with difleient aownies. File"
folders can be laminated or covered with clear Con-Tau
paper to preserve the work that has gone into making
then. Here again, students, aides, and parents can help.

The activities should all be labeled and numbered, and
hee _again a checklist should be at the center for the

stujlent w let you know that beishe has finished the activ-
ity/. br each student could have a folder with the actiVities
marked in the folder, with either paper or a checklist
denotmg a finished or unfinished activity.

I The activities in your center should re-present a multi-
-
.
level approach in order for all students to be able to maw-

.1
.thine and work with the activities. All the.students should
have equal time to work the activities, not just when they

Ifinish their work on the purple ditto shee)._ This approach

"Betty Barrette"

"Broken Heart/Egg Math"

IS

will begin to du away with the ditto diagon and the ugly
purple that have beLome suLh a way of life in mans
classrooms.

As money f6r ,-...nsumable items is depleted in our
puhlk. schools, teaclth. l'have to result to using their
Innate creativity and inni. -tieness that are such a part of
every excellent, ueatne Jassroom teacher. But words of
aution should be expressed befort you begin the task of
opening up your classroom to learning ..enters. Go very
slowly. try just one academic area at a time math is the
best -and try just one center at a time. You can begin to
get It-all Whether utilizing math ..enters with your children.

The illustrations and descriptions that follow will aid
you in your quest fo- math manipulate es to be used in
your math learning coders.

Materials: Tagboard, pieces of cloth remnants or wallpaper
samples, mag=ic markers, glue. small plastic barrettes. colored
yarn, scissors.

Procedure: Cut out the .shapes of a small girl's head and
shoulders. Draw faces on the cu!-out heads. On the shoul-
ders of the figures glue remnants of wallpaper to resemble a
dress. Glue shoulder length yam around the face to resem-
ble hair. On the front of the dress write a numeral. The
student is to place the correct number of barrettes on the
yarn that matches the numeral on the dress

Materials: Construction paper or tagboard, magic markers.
clear Con-Tact paper, scissors.

Procedure: Cut out shapes to reseMble an egg or a heart.
After the shapes have been cut out, outline them in magic
marker, and on one half write a problem (for example, an
addition fact) and on the other half the correct answej.
Cut the shapes in an irregular pattein, so that the student
will have to match pieces of the puzzle. Finding the correct
match will produce the answer. Puzzles can also be made
fin subtraction, multiplication, division, and fractions.

a
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"Charlie Cone"

"Sammy Seal"

"Set The Table"

Materials: Construction paper or,tagboard, clear Con-Tact
paper, scissors, magne tio.strip tape, staples, magic markers.

Procedure.: Cut out of construction paper or tagboard
shapes that resemble an ice cream cone. On the top of the
cone draw a face. Place a small piece of the magnetic tape
on the top and bottom of the face. Cut out small hats and
bow ties, and write addition facts on the hats and the
answers on the bow ties. Place a staple orkeach hat and each
bow tie. This staple will attract the hat and bow tie to the
magnetic tape on the cone. Students are to correctly match
the facts. This activity can be made for all the basis. facts.

Materials: Tagboard, magnetic strip tape, magic markers.
hole punch, scissors.

Procedure: Cut out shapes to resemble a seal balancing
balls. On the seal's nose and on the back of each ball place
a small piece of magnetic tape. Write a numeral on the body
of the seal and on each ball punch the corresponding num-
ber of holes. The student is to match the number of holes
in the ball with the correct numeral on the seal.

Materials: Ten small. white paper plates: ten plastic spoons.
forks. and knives; large, self-closing plaStic bag: shoe box:
magic markers.

Procedure: Write numerals on the individual paper plates
ttd utensils. The students are to sit the table matching the
numerals. All the materials can be stored in the plastic bag
and placed in ashoe box.
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Sorting. matching, ordering, and 'sequencing have
been treated here as ways of helping the student make a
decision concerning certain materials. Each of thq.1 acljvt-
tics infers that a student has been forced to make a deci-
mon which is the process necessary for problem Aohing.
The last of these topics is dassifying.

6
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ot erlappings or attributes

Disjunction and Negation
11

Figure 7

essent,e, cash of the toiegomi exemses requires
students to make deusiuns, not tecall number facts. Perhaps
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lhe*411111.114t-t 4IM1,1( 11 niWitokillup eititlep
that ran he toed with &miry MolerTh (to old In
the morrwann fof tritilIthig rind 1he lour bole

dm double' ar tt harmer flit'
anflorrcare offilitillid with Noilittgit itilefikahl Mit
vehlty, Marquette 4 liturtened tom ref the
elide Way pubfivlied lrr 'I hr ittlIttldttr, Junnary

The use ..1 maniptilanve aids in the leaching of arith
meth. is-by no Wear 19 a new or even ret.ent idea. etite 1Hrii
(1-1,16.1ft27) used !leans and pebbles in Welting children to
count. Wen( WOW! (11054906) used sticks hi bundles of 111
to illustrate the Idea of place value, ill fact. fill Use Orf
manipulative aids In mathematics Instruction can be trat,ed
back at least to the time of ancient- Great fltincois.
1970). But the great number of teachers using manipulative
aids is a recent trend, and its turd is easily seen by visiting,
almost any elementary school classroom.

There are many reasons for advoutirig the use of
manipulative materials hi teaching nritiiMetit. Davis (1966)
states

'the rationale it/ support of phYlkai material% and
cv.prricri.es unties from three sides the r.ognitive
psyLludogy of Jean the realityauthoritarbn

"dualism of modern science and modern psychoanalytic
theory. and the nature of mathematics In today's

Trying to intplerricnt Piaget's theory of learning in class-
room settings has been a major rationale for the use of
physical materials. Piager's theory of learning asserts that
children go through several stages of mental development.
one of winch is the concrete operailonal stage. Davis (1966),
Dienes (1960), Pottengcr andlLetli (1969), Kallet 41967),
and others have observed effective progress through
the concrete HOerational stage Is ciiThanced by structuring
situations In which the students can playvith and manipu-
late Asical,objects.

One manipulative device of unknown origin Is the
ARITIIME-LADDER. It has been used successfully, in
grades K to 3 as an aid in counting, adding, finding the

;tit g 41111011(1, IfOiliqitylrig, and thviding and
ids is a halare.c , ilrr A le1111411. abwa in
Figure I . ,an mJ.je with only Iwo piC:r4 (of Jierid

SPeuilLs (Suggeqed Dtmeroarm%)

Race: 8" X 8" X 1"

Ladder' 23" X 2" X I" with 21 holes (1/4 diameter) drilled
I inch'apart

Pegs 3" wooden dowels are used fur pegs

Figure 1
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SEQUENCE STRIPS

by Betty J. Sternberg

The author is Assistant Director of Rescue, a re-
-glottal educational service center in Bridgewater,
. Connecticut. Her activities can be used with stu-
dents in the primary grades and up, depending-pp
the complexity of the task cards selected.

There is .4 multitude of inexpensive, easily available
materials that one can use to put together activities that
can help the student exercise arid extend.her or his ability
to reaspi inductively. One such material is colored con-
struction paper cut into strips of five distinct sizes By

manipulating the -set-of construction, paper strips on task
cards;,the student can discover logicp1 and spatial relation-
ships essential to mathematical undetstanding.

THE STRIPS

Six specific colors should be chosen. Each piece of
colored paper must be cut into strips of five distimisizes,

20 strips .1.1, 5 c'°
20 strips "Les GO

0'1-

IC20 re J' strips
,20 blue strips
20 green ships
20 yellow strips
20 orange strips
20 black strips

20 red strips
20 blue strips
20 green strips

yellow strips
20 orange strips
20 black strips

*TOTAL of 100 strips of each color listed above.

as follows: 1 cm X 5 cm, I cm X 10 cm, 1 cm X 15 cm,
1 cm X 20 cm, 1 cr' X 25 cm. Cut at least 20 strips of each
size in each color. Your set will look like that shown in
Figure I.

THE TASK CARDS

Task cards are easily made with crayons, markers, or
pencils colored to match your construction paper colors.

The first tasks you create should present the begin-
nings of relatively simple patterns for which the student
must ask,,if one strip differs from the next in color or size,
or both ,..olor and size. For example, your first card might

20 strips 5
C

20 red strips
20 blue strips
20,green strips
20 yellow strips
20 orange strips
20 blar:k strips

Figure 1

4-) 1.f
1.0

20 strips
X0 cXc1,,

20 red strips
A blue strips
20 green strips
20 yellow strips
20 orange strips
20 black strips

20 strips

N 011

1

20 red strips
20 blue strips
20 green strips
20 yellow strips
20 orange strips
20 black strips



loojc like that in Figure 2. The student must look at the pat-
tern and extend it with his or hor own set of colored'
strips.

Figure 2

Your first patterns should all be presented in a left-
to-right sequence with the student continuingit to the right.
It is sometimes useful to direct the student to say the color
sequence out loud in order to help discover the pattern.
Always be prepared for an answer you did not expect! For
example, a student once completed the card above as
follows:

Yellow, Orange, Yellow. Orange, Red, Green. Red, Green

When asked what she/he had done, the student indicated.
in his/her own language, that the first four strips alternated
in color: thus, she /he picked four.otherstiips that alternated
in color. When asked to continue the pattern further, she/
he did the following:

Y. 0. Y. 0, R. G, R, G, Y, 0, Y, 0, R, G, R. G

The student had: indeed, discoiered the given pattern, and'
rather than merely continuing it, she/he extended n.

As can be seen,.a-primary characteristic of the task
cards you will make is that there is no one logically
necessary answer. If the student can explain intelligently
what she/he has done or. more particularly, what rule she/he
discovered and attempted to follow or extend, then the
student has found his/her own "good" solution. The solu-
uon may differ from yours or that of another student and
still be valid.

Cards can be made more difficult by altering both
size and color at the same time. Examples are shown in
Figure 3.

Cards can be made even more difficult by varying
size, color, and position as shown in Figure 4.

Another way to alter the cards is to place the pattern
in the 'center of the card and ask the students to build out
to the left and to the right of the pattern. While reinforcing
the left-to-right sequence is important for reading. reinforc-
ing the right-to-left sequence is important for math. Su. a
card might look like that in Figure 5. It will be useful to

r r

b

0 0

b

C

Figure 3

29

0

Y r

r

b b

Figure 4

have the student say the pattern out loud as S he le t nes
to extend it from right to left.

In order to extend the lopal protean more fully. it is
ibeful to present matrix patterns on tht ...aids. In order to
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r

0 0

Figure S /
complete a matrix, the student must first discern both the
horizontal patterns in each row and the vertical patterns in
each column. Shelhe must then draw an inference as to
which stnps are missing. Once again, it must be stressed that

there is no one logically necessary answer to each card
An example is shown in Figure 6.

fill in the blanks;

by a g \14.:

e 9

9
V i

I XI'

Figure 6

Two 3;;ceptable answers are shown in Figure 7.

2 P'
g 4 9 9

9 9

g t
Figure 7

7 .1 2

9 y \b
9 V
bb 2 2 .,'1(.,

One type of task card that is particularly stimulating

presents rotational mappings. A rotational mapping card

might look like that in Figure 8.

Figure 8

In order to complete a rotational mapping card. the

\tudent mast he ahle 1,, retain the spatial and color

1

configuration of the strips, while moving them into upside
down and sideways positions.

The symbols and can be introduced to indi-
cate 180° (upside down) rotations. First, the student should
be instructed to envision what the given picture would-look

like if it were upside down. Then, she/he should build the

upside down .version with the strips. The student can
"check" his/her answer by placing another set of strips
over the original picture, turning it upside down, and
comparing it to his/her answer.

The symbols t-1, and ti can be introduced to indi-
cate 90° (sideways) rotations. The student should place
the strips over the onginaLpicture and give them a quarter-
turn in order to complete the cards. Two samples are given

in Figure 9.

Figure ')

Finall;. cards that deal with mirror symmetry are
exciting and can be used either with or without mirrors as
aids In order to complete a card, the student must envision
what the mirror image of the given strips would look like if
a mirror were placed along the black line drawn on the card.
Sheltie could then actually use a mirror to **check" the
answer. If a student has had little or no experience with
mirrors, -this activity should begin by allowing the studer4
to view the mirror image of the given thawing in a mirror
The student should look into the minor. note the color and
plaement of strips in the mirror, and then attempt to
build that image'on the other side of the black line. Cards ,

would look like those in Figure 10.

A FINAL NOTE

The importance of providing the student w ith masup-
ulative materials and tasks that help t.l.et ONO and extend

=ti



Task Card 1 Completed Task Lard I Task Cird II

Figure 10
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Completed Task Card_11

his/her ability to think logteally ...atm"( be overemphasized. These SA mpte matettals piovide sine of the many
Colored eonsttuettun papei strips. used in onjunetion with stepping stones by whi,.11 the student. through sight and

task cards. oftet an enjoyable. edueational experienee. touch...an begin to make sense out of the environment.

t.)
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THE LONG DIVISION BOARD

by Rebecca S. Nelson

The long division board is designed to be used in
conjunction with any place value material, Through
its use, the long division algorithm can be meaning-
fully taught to intermediate`level students. The
author is an Associate Professor of Mathematical
Sciences at Ball State-University, Muncie, hzdiana.

Many mathematics educators have noted, and alt
fourth or fifth grade teachers know for sure, that long divi-
sion of whole numbers is a difficult process to teach. As
teachers, we want to make the Algorithm meaningful, but
to do so often means that we must abandon the more tradi-
tional algorithm and use some form of the subtractive
algorithm (Heddens, 1975; Swart, 1975). Although the
subtractive algorithm is tine, and in many cases the most
appropriate, the traditional algorithm can also be taught in
a meaningful way with the help of concrete materials and
the long division board.

The division board can be used with any material
that embodies the place value concept: fake -money in
decimal units (on-, ten-, hundred-, and thousand-dollar
bills)_;_bean- sucks or base 10- blocks; 'color-coded chips
(Davidson.- Galtou. and Fair): color-coded place value
pocket chart:painted rocks or-other variations.

In the beginning, work with the long board, a
color-coded device. and appropriate coloircoded,numeral
cards is moehelpful.

MAKING THE BOARD

To make the long division board, choose a piece of
scrap lumber or masonite from your lumberyaed about 50
inches long and 24 inches wide. You will also need a small
can of white enamel paint, 33 cur) hooks, and some black
electrician's tape. Figure I shows a sketch of the board
itself. Place the,.cup hooks about 'h inch farther apart than
the length and width of your numeral cards. You 'will also
need numeral cards from 0 through 9 in each color of you,
color-coded material and numeral cards in white for the
divisor. Figure 2 shows a sample numeral card.

THE DIVISION BOARD

cup hooks -

- black electric tape

.

Figure I

Figure 2

;

r



"USING THE BOARD

The division process here is similar to that reported
by Margaret W.-Maxfield (19741: however, here each student
or pair of students should already have enough concrete
materials to solve the example at their seats. The role of
recording on the division board may be handled by the
teacher at first, but later it may be passed to a student. For
purposes of illustration, the chip trading material and
measurement division (making sets of()) will be used.

Suppose that you want Ao solve 53t7 divided by 4
using the long division board. Ask the students to set up
537 on their chip tills (see Figure 3).

RED '. GREEN BLUE YELLOW

,

o
0

,-;
%../

0
0̂

00
o 0000,

ll..1

Figure 3

Record the example on the division board by hanging
the appropriate colopcoded numeral cards on the cup
hooks (Figure 4).

4
white

5 7
green blue yellow

Q

' Figure 4

Now ask: "What does divided by 4 mean? How-many'
sets or4 can you make in green chips? Make all the sets
you can. How many green chips are left?"

The students should do this on the chip till (Figure
5).

Record this on the division board (Figure 6)
Ask. "What can we du with the green chip left? How

many blue chips are worth I green chip?ShOw this with
your chips. How Jnany blue chips did we have before the
trade? How many will we have altogether after the trade?"
(See Figure 7.)

Record this on th'e division board by covering the 1
in green with a I (ten) in blue and showing the 3 in blue
before the trade, making 13 in blue (Figure 8).

33

RED GREEN BLUE YELLOW

0
O 0

0 ,
0 '-'

n
o o 0
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green

Figure 5
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green blue yello%

4
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}seen

,

green

\

Figure 6x
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00
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Figure 7

4-k. "How many sets of 4 blue chips can we make?
Show iris on your chip till." (See Figure 9.)

Record this un the division Wald by placing a blue 3
numeral Laid above the blue column on the division board
(Figure 10).

Ask. "How many blue chips did this use? How many
blue chips are left? Show this on you' ,hip till." (Sep
Figure II.) 1,

Record this on the division board (Figure i2).
Ask. 'What should you do with the I blue chip left?

How many .yellow chips is I blue chip worth? How many
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yellow chips,did we nave before the trade? How many will
you have total after the trade? Show this on your chip till."
(See Figure 13.) '

The teacher should record this on the division board
by covering the 1 in blue with a J (10) in yellow and show-
ing a total of 17 in yellow (Figure 14).

Ask: "How many sets of 4 yellow chips can you
make?"

, Record this on the division board (Figure 15).
Ask: "How many of the yellow were used in making

the 4 sets? How many yellow chips are left?" Have the
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,

children show this on their chip till (Figure 16).
Record this on ,the division board. Ask questions

about each of the numbers Mown on the division board
(Figure 17) and what you did to get them.

In the developmental stages while the c.oncrete ma

terials are being used, the examples should be LArefully
chosen to avoid trading in more than 3 Z.his of any one

color for 10 chips each of the next color to the right. If this
is not done, the students get 'sidetracked in counting and

lose sight of the division. When solving larger examples at a
somewhat later stage, the wording of the concrete materials

4
white

3
11.0.1.11.

-4
green blue yellos

ii
green

4
green

3
blue yellow

-

blue

blue

3
blue

2
blue

,yellow yellow

Figure 15
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Figure 16

may still be used, for example, to divide 4582 by 21, the
teacher could ask, "Ilovs many sets of 21 (Amid we make in
led? What would we du? flow many greens will we have
after trading? How many sets of 21 can we make with 45
greens? flow many greelts will that use? How many greens
would be left? What should we do with the 3 greens left?
How many blues will we'have after tiading?" These ques-
tions an still be used alto the (-dui (,uding on the divi-
sion hoard is no lUngt:1 Ilet.CSN411 y and the traditional
algorithm Is then ic(Anded dam un 15,1pci or on the
dialkboard.
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AN ACTIVITY FOR EXPERIENCING AREA AND PERIMETER

by James 1. Jordan

In 1975 the National Assessment of, Educational
Progress found that stfidents and ad:fits had a
limited problem- solving ability, especially in the
topics of area and perimeter. The author suggests
the following activity as a means for elementary
students to experience the concepts of area ang
perimeter, before the formulas are introduced. He
is affiliated with Washington State University in
Pullman of Professor of Mathematics: Chairman,
Program in Science and Math Teaching: and Direc-
tor. Mathematical Scholars Program.

. Acknowledgement. As a consequenix of attending
several workshops conducted by Wayne Peterson, Dash,
SkillsMathematics, Seattle Public Schools, the Ideas were
born that have culminated in this a,tivity. Fur the inspira-
tionthank you, Wayne!

INTRODUCTION

The National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) has reported that 73 percent of the adult public
could not solve a simple area problem and that 73 percent
of the adult public could not figure the area of a square,
given the perimeter (Figure 1). Either the formulas and
definitions had never been learned or they had been for-
gotten or garbled in their usage. As bad as the adults
seemed to be, the I7-year-olds were worse. Let me suggest
that the reason that so many people fail to solve the prob-
lem is that their knowledge and experience with area.and
perimeter have been only at the formula level and We left

, 'them with only a superficial understanding of the concepts.
The purpose of this activity is to act as a forerunner to the

development of the formulas for area and perimeter. It
_attempts to get the student physically involved in experi-
encing area and perimeter at the most fundamental level.

''ACTIVITY: FOOT SIZE AREA AND
PERIMETER EXPERIENCE

itiaterfals: The materials to be used, except for the
pennies and lima beans, are from the Developing Mathe-

s.°

.46,
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manual Processes K-3 Kits assembled by the Rand-McNally
Company. They include squarcls, diss, and rings of differ-
ent sizes. Substitutes L,in be used freely from other regular.
shaped items that are available. I have used paper dips.
shower tiles, triangles, straws, and trapezoiv.i. Patterned
paper (inch and centimeter graph paper, hexagon paper)
is also needed. A suggested task page is showiein Figure 2.

Procedure: The students are given a blank sheet of
paper, and are asked to remove une shoe and trace the

outline of their foot *'n th, pie,e of paper (using pencil,
pen, or Laayoa). Each student is given one lima bean and

ti

10 rt. ---1

-.411, & it. ....

12 it.

Figure 1

IS rt.
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NONSTAND MEASURE
FOOT SIZE. AREA-PERIMETLR

ITEM
AREA PERIMETER

Guess Result

MIME
111111111.1

-Otteis Result

1 Lima Beans

2. Small Chips

3. Large Chips

4, Links

5. Small Sqs. Ii
6. Large Sqs.

7: Pennies

WITM
10,,,M1100.M.

111M.10:71:1

Iquare
nches 11
Square
Centimeters

ll
10. Hexagons

I I. Others -

Figure 2

told to plate it in the centet* of the outline. The task page
is distributed and the student is asked to estimate the
number of beans required to ...over the outline of the foot.
The guess will be recorded in the area guess column of the

s.

t,

1

.

task bard. The students are then asked to guess the number
of beans required to uset the outline penmeter of the
foot. The guess will be recorded on the task sheet in the
perimeter guess *column. Severarpu &Mds of beans will be
brought out, and the students vv he asked to see how
close their estimate is to the m ed tesohs. Accuracy
of measurement is of secondary Importance here and
should 'nut be stressed. Exper ^ni1d exotment from the
studenti who made a particularly close guess. Ilave the
students repeat the activity using the other materials on the
task bard numbered Z through '. When item 8 is eanuunter-
ed, the students are asked tigam trace their foot. only
this time on the squareinelilialier. Perimeter measure is not
..onsidered on this inflexAfe grid so it is appropriately
crossed out on the task sheet. The area guess and count are
then made. After item is completed. the square-centi-
meter paper 15 distributed, and then the hexagon paper.
The counts made using these pattern papers are usually
most accurate when the students count those designs that
are inure than half inside the outline and ignore those that
are less than jial l inside the outline.

After e data have been collected. the foot sizes can
be oideled. the measuring instruments ...In be ordered.
The secppi{r qof these helps the students realize that the
bigger 44item is. the fewer it takes to cover the area.

ktothematical experiences that and implicit in the
activity dre counting. ordering, estimating. comparing, and
vetifiing. After this and scrodl whet a. tiritres fur in-
Vitalizing the ...onepts of area and perimeter, the hddren
should he at the threshold of the doelopment of the
formulas for area and perimeter.

./
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. THE NAILBOARD: A MANIPULATIVE MODEL TO DEVELOP
PROBLEM-SOLVINGUILLS

by Charles P. Geer

Students can construct thoir own mampulativesrm
this case, !tailboards. This is a task ,intermedtate
through junior high school level Students can com-
plete with a minimum of teacheV superrisoR. The
nailboards can then be used to make some basic
disgoveries in geometry. Charles P. Geer teaches at
the Nesbit School fit Belmont, California

Fir students to really undersiarld and enjoy Triathe
mattes, they must do mphemani.s. This belief has long been
mipported by the leaning theories of Bruner. Dienes. and
Piaget. as well as by the observations of perueptise class
room teachers. These teachers understand the impottame
of having students actisely involved with physical models
that demonstrate or simplify abstract mtliematual
cepts. They use a vanes} of mant.pulatne models to help
students learn mathe; tams in this manner. Ideally. many
of these models should be madeBy the students. The son-
struction of materials of this type is important because
studerlis have a greater interest and pride in materials they
Make themselves. Another advantage of these materials is
that students may keep them and work with them long
atter work in the classroom is completed.

In all mathematics It is important for students to
manipulate concrete models before attempting to under-

, stand the abstract symbols or detailed algorithms that are
found in mathematics. This is especially true in-geometry
because this branch of mathematics deals with the physical
world: It is only in the textbook or classroom lecture that
geometric concepts become the symbolic terms students
are required to learn. For this reason, it is important to
attempt to return geometry to the physical world within
the limitations of the elementary school classroom.

The most helpful manipulative model for achieving
this is the nailboard. This board, because of its versatility.
ease of construction, and high motivational interest, is a
perfect manipulative aid for students in the elementary
classroom. Other advantages of the nailboard are that it
frees students from the static geometric diagrams found in
textbooks and it permits them to conduct experiments and
solve problems in an interesting manner.

39

It s impoitantb for students to consttuct their own
oariboards. This ..an be done with a minimum of teacher
srapervision while allowing students to learn the many skills

invoked iff building the boaid. To .onstiuct a nailboard.
the following materials ale needed for each student- a

X 10- X 5,1t- piece 4r ply wood or particle board.
twenty -tole 3.4" rounitheailed nails. e..a a pattern sheet
$oniaming.sin array of 25 dots A hammer and a can of

spray paint are also needed for eve* group of two stir

Three students, Tu truer the narlbaid. base the sin
dents follow the steps below

I . Sand the sides and edges of thetoard
Z Spray the topwith blask paint and let it dry
3, Take the pattern sheet. center it on the hoard. and

tape in place as shown in Figure 1
4411arrunci the nails through the dots as shown in

figuie Z. Be sure that the nails al e all pounded its
far enough to be firm and that all are the same
height.

S. Remove the pattern sheet.

Figure 1
Pattern Sheet
with Pits 2%-apart

Figure 2

e
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Loch Student nu WC. need, aKoui lt3 ...doted iugher
bands and a sheet of dot paper This -pper 1 useful for
recording the :twits of experiments and for preserving
desins created on the nailboard. This versatile aid Is nos\
available to help students develois an understanding of the
vocabulary of geometry. measure area and perimeter. and
explore the properties of many geometnc shapes.

The nailboard is also an excellent instrument fot solv-
ing a, number of fascinating problems requiring only basic
geontetne Typically these problems develop thipking
skills in a motivating manner. They are probIdms that pro-
side fur a variety of interesting assignments while strength.
.
ening problem-solving ;kills. Problems of this type often
defy solution with .pencil and paper but become an
interesting challenge with nit r bands and -a.nailboard, in
these situations the nailboa reaches its highest level of
usefillness.suitable substitut s do not exist. t.

The eight problems esented here were -selected
because they'pzuvide a sanely of pioblemsolvingiituations
that lend themselves to solution on the nailboard. These
eight.problems are appropriate for-students in grades three
through eight and are listed atIcotaing to difilculty.

Activity 1

The longest and shortest line sezinents that you can
make on a 5 X S nailboard are *own in Figure .3. How
many segments of different lengths can you make. on the
nailboatir Remember that MO line segments are the same
length if the two nails they tout:11.3re the same distance
apart.

fE! !fr

h

Figurs&

Activity 2

A diagonal line connects nonadjacent sides of a
' polygon A square and all other quadrilaterals have a

maximum of two dlagouals. Makb each of the poliions
listed on the chart Oat follows, and determine the maximum
number of diagonals calk ...an have. Studyyoui nailboard

k

observe di many poly goo Jcsigiis made to.. these
diagonals...

I

Nan219112bi211
Nuhiber ut

Sides
Number ut '
Ebaeonals

Triangle 3

Quadhlateralftv 4
Pespagon -5
Hexagon 6

k
Heptagon 7
Octagon .1(101q.=

ler

Activity 3

Musing only in a honzonial of a vertical direction,
find the shoitest'path between Points and B on the nail-
hoed 3hAn ni Figure 4. Huw many ands lung is this path?
Ale these other paths that AK the same Icnglit" ilfwv many
of these paths can you find"

Activity 4

Figure 4

I

Using a 3 X 3 array'of nails on your sailboard, the
maximum number of sides a polygon can havelsseven. Can
you make this polygon? What is the mainmurn number of
sides a Polygon can have using a 4 X 4 affray of nails on
your nailkodrd", What is the maximum number of sides .a
polygon can have if you use all the nails on your nailboard"

Activity S

Use only two rubber bands and your nailboard to
construct

J Nee triangles.
b. Fi'e triangles and a pentagon.
,.. Two triangles that ,hale two line segments.

r II
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Activity 7

Eight tnangles of different shape.cach-with area
Of One square unit, can be constructed vii uur
Hiolo many of thcs,e can y au make?

PossibIe To MS'ke
Natibostd

Yes

Yes41

Figure 5

so

1
is

f

4
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Activity g

A map of the Kingdom of.Triangievama is think
Figure 6, Km Isosceles .at Trianglevania died suddenly anti
left the kingdom to tin four sons. Each sun was to receive

. an equal share. of- the kingdom and raeh share,was to have
the same shape ab the onginal kingdom; tae you' hall
boaid and only ..rte m.)ie nabber band to el mile up 6;4,,
king-dun for tbe.,ir sons.

i 6 0 ,Figure 6
littisdurn 441( TiUnt1C0atka

rovlukennel! sfudent.(

.
o y'The eight problems present a variety at thought.'

ong aalvtrieS for the elementary
-Many art these acriVilles can be extended by interested
cludaits who make then own discoverie; while expert<
meriting with the nailhoard. Atter completing activities
such as these. many students are wilily Ili create and-solve
then u rohlems using a nailboard It is hoped- Our 'Ile

'reader i11 be encouraged to use the nailb6ard to help ele
went ry ',A:11001 vtudint:s...develop prblenisolcing strafe.
pes. The po.Ivnl.al A the nailhoa.d as unlimited for the,
te.o.hrt p.1,0 %I.licn toe expl.oc ilt,i, ticquently neglected
topic iii mathematics instruction: ii,.

.



MULTIPLE STRIPS

by James W. Heddens

Multiple stripscan be used to teach multiples, com-
mon,multiples, and least,common multiples as the
name implies. They can also be used to explore
equivalent fractions, common denominators, and
addition and subtraction of unlike fractions. The
author is affiliated with the Department of Ele-
tnentary Education, 4nt State University, Kent,
Ohio.

DESCRIPTION OF TEACHING AID (Figure-it

I. Nine multiple itnps in a set.
2. Each strip has 10 multiples for a given number. .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 12 14 16 18 20
1

EMU9

11111

11111
20

18

24

21 24 27 30

28 ein 40

5 10 1 5 20 25 30 3 ; . 5 50

Ca 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60

111
10

16 ,

20

24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80

30. 40 50 Mel 80 90MI 84 96 M120

100
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DIRECTIONS FOR
CONSTRUCTING MULTIPLE STRIPS

Mult.ple strips can be made to look prolesstonally
prepared by using good quality colored cardboard and dry
transfer lettering, Arid by hating the matclial laminated.
Although the set Wribed here dues not indude multiple

strips fot 7 of 9, multiple strips for 7 and 9 may be included
in your set, At least two sets of multiple strips will be
needed in ktlei to model two fractions with like denomi-
nators.

For each set of multi* strips use a brightly colored
sheet of heavy cardboard which is about 25 rum long and
about 1314 mm wide. Thus, each multiple strip will be

mm by 25 ittn. The cardboard should be separated
lengthwise 1r to 10 equal spaces. Use a black magic marker
to line the cardboard. Line the width of the cardboard
with spaces of 11/2. mm. Use dry transfer letters and place
the numerals on the multiple strips as shown in Figure 1.
Laminate the multiple strips prior to cutting the strips
apart Vol, now have a set of multiple strips for teaching
eight different mathematical ideas as listed below.

YOU CAI TEACH

I. Multiples
2 Common multiples
3. Least common multiples
4. Equivalent fractions
5. Common denominators
o. Least common denominators
7. Addition of unlike fractional numbeis

\ 8 Subtraction of unlike fractional numbers

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURES
r.

Multiples

Pass a set of nine multiple strips to etch
ta4ent.' Have tsdi studLrst auite the multiple strip



INIMIE111 9 1 10 and place it in front
of himself or herself. Next have the student place the strip
with the multiples of 2. Cantinue this process unlit all nine
of the multiple strips are placed on the desk in front of
each student as shown in Figure 2.

t i ii -4
i

)1 6I ti 8I 9
., i ti w!

i

2 1 41 61 8
I

10 12 i 14 j 16 1.8 20
i 1

3 1 6 i 9 i 12
I i

15 18 11 21 1
1

n_4
r i f

10 '4 1 '8 '3'
"''' i i

'7

36
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40
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4 1 8 1' 1 16
1 it

5 1 10 1 5 1 20
i ' I L
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1

30'1 35 140 45 50
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1 16 1 24 1
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40
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48 j 56 1 64 72 80
1 ' I
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I 12 I
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24 36 48 60 72 84 1 96 108 120

Figure 2

The students should study the patterns of the strip:
and tell the class what they can discover They will dis-
cot er such things as *hese- The second strip is like counting
by 2's. The fifth strip is counting by 5's The third strip
this the r .4itiplIcation facts fer 3. Relate the multiplization
facts to the multiple strips. Introduce the word ntulttpic
and dim:At:Ns its meaning with respect to the multiple strips.
Discuss the relationship of the set of whole numbers to a
set of multiples Hate the students generate a set of
multiples for a given number Check their multiples with
the strips. Extend the set at multiples beyond the strips
The students will need praenc counting by l's. 2's. -1's
etc

Common Multiple',

Alter the''-stuil:nts understand multiples and
generate sees of multiples for a given number, then ;each
common multiple,. Ask the students to select two

trip, Ind look for e, anion multiples -numbers that appear
on Kith strips For instance, it the student selects the 2 .old
3 strips. she or he .an place them side by side and then

)1.
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move one strip to the left or right and ,ornpre each of the
numbers.-

If the top trip is muted :0 the jolt, the r's. then the
12's, and then the 18's will line up (Figure 3)

Figure 3

Each number (ti. 12. and 18) is a common multiple
for the pair 01 numbers (2. 3). Extend the coma' mul-
tiples beyond the strips. Use this technique ,.. her

pairs ot strips until the student.; understand
multiples.

Least Common Multiples

Discuss with the students %lir, the smallest lined-up
number is called the least common multiple. In the example
et the common multiples of 2 and 3. we see that the 6 is
the least common multiple of the set -r. 12 and IS.
Provide the students with than) experiences locating
mon multiples aid then with naming least common mul-
tiples. Use many different combinations of two multiple
strips. Then haw the students find a SZt of common mul-
tiples ter any litter strips. arid then name the least i.onimen
multiple. For example. what is the least common multiple
tot the 2. 3. and 4 strips' The students sheuld discover
that 12 is the least common multiple for 2. 3. and 4. Hate
the students discoi.er least common multiples for 4 ot 5
different strips at one time

Fractions

A traction may he represented by using the first num-
her et a strip tot the numerator and the litt number ot
another strip tot the denkiminatos. For example hate the
students represent the fraction t 5 b), placin' the I strip
oter the 5 Nttlp I Figure 41. fiLlt: the students lead the

3 8 1 ct 10
+ 4 ;

5!10 '0 ; '5 30 40 0

Yti

Figure 4
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equivalent fractions for 1,5. What ideas an the students
discover about the fraction 1;5?

By having the students study the two multiple strips
to construct fractions, they ean discover many ideas about
equivalent fraetions. Moue,' questioning, the students
should develop some bash. generalizations about equivalent
fractions. Have them apply their new discoveries to
equivalent fractions by extending the set of equivalent
fractions beyond the stnps.

Common Denominators

Discuss what the phrase common denominator means.
What would common denommator mean for the fractions

and 14? Have the students set up the stnps lot the
two fractions 1 i2 and 3/4. Move the pairs of strips back and
forth until the common denominators of 4 are togeinei
(Figure 5). Now move the 34 pan tit strips to the light
until the 8's sr. aligned. Move the stnps so that the 12's are
aligned, then align ine lo s and then the 20's. The students
should dtscovei that there are many common denominators.

3

i 1 6

1

4 5 17 8 1 9 10

8 ; 10 ; 1 2 14 16-
I

181 20

t1..vi '6 i 9112;15118121 30

4 1 , 8
t

12
i

16 # 20 241281 32 I 36 40
I ' I

Figure 5

As soon as they can move the strips to locate many com-
mon denominators, then introduce the phrasit least com-
mon denominator. Discuss the meaning 4 the word least.
What ir.oald least .ommon denominator mean? Now set up
many examples and manipulate the 3iiips to find a set of
.ommon denominators, then locate, by aligning the snips.
the least common denominator for each pan of ,ractions.
Provide three different fractions and have them use the
stnps to discover a set of common denominators and then
state the least common denominator. For example, use the
fractions. 314, 1/8, and 215. Provide many experiences and
then see if the students can generalize a method for locating
the least common denominator without using the strips.

Addition and Subtraction of Fractional Numbers

After the students have generalized a technique for
addition and subtraction of fraenonal numbers with like
denominators, they should be ready to add and subtract
fractional numbers vi. .11 unlike denominators. Because of
using the ytrips. the students should understand least com-
mon denominator. They should also know how to add
fractional numbers with like denominators. Using these
two techniques there is really nothing new to teach. Pro-
vide a real situation and the discovery technique. and the
students should discover and generalize a technique for
addition and subtraction of fractional numbers with unlike
denominators

Add and ( Figure b).
5 8

±
5 8

The least common denominator is 40.

32 + 15 .e9
40 40

numerators are added.
Tfrr least The numerators

The

47common denornmaior
is- 40.

The common
denominators 440
placed one aboVe

, are added.
are

the other

Figure o



2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

3 6 9 12 15 1.8 .21 24 27 30

_ 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 / 45 50
,,,.. .

12 24 36 48 60 72 .84 26' 108 120

Place common
denominators
together.

IMP

Subtract numerators (8.5)

Figure 7
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2 5
Now solve: 7 ,T.5

,
Find fraction'strips for

-5 and ri./(Figure 7).

The least common denominator is 12.

8 5
12:17= '
The numerators are subtracted.

12



THE SURFACE AREA AND VOLUME OF THE SPHERE

by Mary Laycock

Mary Laycock is a mathematics specialist at the
Nueva -Day School and Learning Center in Hills-
borough, California. Her premise is that students
should utylerstand where formulas come from and
why they work. The activities here are intended for
bright sixth graders or any junior high school
through tenth grade mathematics students.

Prerequisite Understandings

1. Why is the area of a circle equal to pi times the
radius squared (Figure 1)?

Rectangle
At bh

c=
C *VTR-

Figure 1

h

Parallelogram
bh

Wit
A siTaqi,

A. /Tal

-2. Why is the volume of a pyramid equal to onethird
the length of the base times the altitude? The best
demonstration uses the three pyramids from the
ESS Geoblocks which fit together to form a cube.
The pyramids are congruent, and the base and
height of the. pyramid are the same as the base and
height of the cube (Figure 2).

V-Y3 Bh V= Bh

Figure 2

THE SURFACE AREA OF THE SPHERE

Materials needed: Two styrofoam spheres (7", least expen-
sive), two small nails, two long pieces of yarn of the heavy
variety used to wrap decorative packages!

Directions: Cut one of the spheres in half; a coping saw
does this acceptably. Cut the other one into eight congruent
pieces; each cut should go through the center of the sphere.
(See Figure 3.)

13

TWO

LIKE THIS

B (point)

Iigure 3

EIGHT

LIKE THIS

(Cure
is area

of base)



Place a nail at A and wrap the-yarn carefully to cover
the great circle for which A is the center. Tie a knot or cut
the yarn when the circle is covered.

Place another nail at B (the apparent South Pole) and
wrap the hemisphere,With yarn. Knnt or cut at this point.

Compare the two pieces of yarn. The one starting
at B will be approximately twice the length of the one
starting at A.

Conclusion: The area of the great circle:

A= Trig- 2

The area of a hemisphere:

A 2 TTA-1

The total area of the sphere:

A = 4 Trio

q
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THE VOLUME OF THE SPHERE

Consider the eight pieces of the sphere. Each resem-
bles a pyramid. Make sure the learners recall the relation-
ship between a pyramid and a solid with equal base area
and altitude.

The volume of the sphere can be written.

Mn t 113,112 1/3 4133'4131164+-...V3 a Bs

MA(Bit B4+ 63+ 04÷

Since. f I' 63+ Bi. ... +Bs. = 4 1ra,'

V. Y3 41T .122 = y3 Trio

rd e1

/4
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A PERCENTAGE VISUALIZER

by M. Stoessel Wahl

The percentage visualizer is a illtiqUe manipulative
to teach percentage to upper, elementary through
secondary level students. According to the author,
an Associate Professor of Mathematics at Western
Connecticut State College, adults often ask, "Why
didn't they show me 'that when I was learning?"

.., 4

Percentage problems, being needed in everyday life,
have survived in the "back to basics" movement. The hand-
held calculator has come up with a simple push-button solu-
tion to these percentlge problems. However, concerned,
mathematics teachers hope to giye their young learners a
basic understanding of the meaning of percentage. With this
objective in mind, the author wishes to share with other
teachers the way to construct and use a teacher-made
manipulative d vice that helps students to understand just
what percentage is all about.

A class of sharp fourth graders who were discussing
their current interest in basketball tree throws was ,pre-
sent:d with, the following problem. Jimmy managed to
achieve 13 tree throws in 17 attempts and Pat achieved 12
free throws out of 15 attempts. Just as Jose had made

9 free throws in 11 attempts, the bell rang and that fin-
ished their game. How can we decide which one of the three
was the most successful? The planned raggedness of the
scoring results presented some problems to the young
learners and a lively discussion followed. They soon decided
as a class that they neet':cl some consistent rstandard to
judge by. With i'time indirect but guarded suggestions from
the teacher, they decided to use a standard -"by hundreds"
numbersfor their measure.

Each score was then converted, with the aid of the
teat.her, using a rate pair or proportional approach, to "by
hundreds" numbers. Jimmy's 13 out of 17 turned out to be
76 "by hundreds", Pat's 12 out of 15 was 80 "by hun-
dreds", and Jos6's 9 out of 11 shots was 82 "by hundreds."
Therefore, Jose won.

Later, after the dass became profment, in using the
standard of "by hundreds" numbers, they were let in on
the secret that the word for by in Latin is per and the
Latin word for hundred is cent so they could; if they
wished, call their "by hundreds" numbers "percents?'

The solution of the proportions was based on the
fact that if two ratios are equal, their cross products are
eqUal. The use of this technique, when three variableszare
given and a box placeholder is used for the unknown
quffit, enables the student to handle all three cases of
percentage or "by hundreds" problems.

To some pupils this was ,merely an experience with
paw-and-pencil math, and the results were not too well
understood. Hence, a teat.her-made gadget was developed
thatconvinced most of the young learners of the true mean-

_

mg of percentage or "by himdreds'numbers.
The manipulative device consisted of a large alumi-

num sheet with enough equally spued holes that a square
, array of 100 holes by 100 holes could be set off by narrow

masking tape strips. The horizontal holes were labeled
PARTS and. the vertical holes were labeled WHOLES. Pegs
of a proper size to fit into the holes were set-tired to help in
the visualize tin of the probler.. In the upper lefthand
corner a gold t.,olored t.,ord was insetted. This was attached
to a plumb bob.

Lit us visualize a simpler problem with a solution
that t.,an be obvious to the learna.'Assume a sore of 34
free throws out of 50 attempts. What is the "by hundreds"
number? A peg is inserted on the horizontal line at 34 for
the part. For tvizole a different colored peg is inserted
un the vertical line at 50. Now, using the inserted pegs as a
guide, a third peg of still another t.,olor is lot,ate d at a point
34 over and 50 down. This represents' the position of 34
out of 50. The gadget t.,an now be tipped su that the plumb
bob of the line centered at. (0,0) passes over the third peg.
This line, pulled straight by the force of gravity, cuts the
lower "by hundreds" line at 68. Plai-e a fourth peg in that
position. Hence 34;50 equals 68 "by hundreds" or 68
percent.

The students soon discover that the devise can be



Percentage Visualizer
34 Part

0, 0

250

100

Figure 1

used in the same way to read "by sixties" or "by nineties"
numbers as well. However, they can be led to prefer the
"by hundreds" numbers because the problems can easily be
related to our money system based- on a whole of one
dollar-or 100 cents.

This manipulative device can also be used to visualize
the other two kinds of percentage problems. For instance,
what number is 68 percent of 50? Using pegs attached to
stretchable rubber cord, stretch a line from 50 on the right
vertical to 50 on the left vertical. At each point on the
rubber line the vertical reading is now 50. Place another.
colored peg on the bottom horizontal line at 68 Now,
carefully stretch the gold plumb bob line from its (0,0)
point through this peg-marked 68 point. Place a peg where
the rubber line and the gold line Intersect. Read this value
on the horizontal line. It is 34. Hence, it should be true
that 34/50 r- 681100:Encourage the students to check this
by multiplying the cross products. This gives a great deal of
hidden drill practice in multiplication for the student

Percentage Visualizer
Part

t 0' 0

100

Figure 2

50

The solution of the last case in percentage is similar
1in approac . 34 is 68 percent of what number? This time

attach th rubber band to pegs on the top and bottom at 34
for each. Now each point on the rubber line has a reading of

49

34. As before, place a peg at 68 on the bottom fine, and
stretch the gold line through-it. Place another colored peg
at the ,intersection of the rubber and gold lines. Read its
vertical value. 50? You are right, but you will want your
pupils to check it by cross multiplication.

%Percentage Visualizer
34 Part

0, 0

250

100

Figure 3

MATHEMATICAL NOTES FOR THE TEACHER

And what td do when the bright student asks you
why It works? first of all -we must remember some geo-
metric theorems that underlie the situation. Remember?

Two right triangles are similar if an a,..ute angle of one is
equal to ni acute angle of the other. Sum the triangles we
analyze are both right triangles, and since they share the
same acute angle, they are, therefore, similar triangles. Also,

corresponding sides of similar triangles are proportional
(their ratios are equal). Therefore, the part of the smaller
triangle is to its whole as the corresponding part of the
larger triangle is to its whole (a hundred)i.e., 34/50 =
68/100 or 34/50 = 68%. It is advisable that problems,
once Illustrated by the device, be solved with pencil and
paper by the student so that the student can see the

relationship between the two.
Perhaps it is also wise to illustrate use of the place

holder in the three problegis:

34 0 34_ 68 O_ 68

100 50 10050 Iwo

Cross 150 0=- 34 X 100
multiply: 0= 68

68 0= 34 X 100
0= 50

100 0= 50 X 68 ,
0= 34

'Jr
A
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MAKING THE PERCENTAGE VISUALIZER

This gadget was .made possible by discovering in a
hardware store a set of large, metre-square sheets of alumi-
num for- various building purposes. Ohe of these, used for
ventilation, has an array of 125 holes by 125 holes. The
cost is in the vicinity of 55.00. Narrow black masking tape
was used to block off an array of 100 holes by 100 holes.
Holes were punched in the black tape. For easier reading of
numbers, the border parts were marked off in units okens.
(See Figure 4) Small, multicolored pegs were found that
fit. the holes. The gold cord used with the plumh bob was
eftover Christmas package wrapping. The elastic thread
Was purchased at the dime store. The plumb bob is a

° fisherman% sinker. The construction is quite simple in
relati to the understanding the student gains from its
use, fors4 is truly apercentage visualizer.

A

1

Figure 4



CIRCULAR GEOBOARD TASKS

by Murray Rudisill'auti Curtiss Wall

The following is a collection of tasks for secondary
level students using geoboards. The concepts col).
ered are proof that manipulatives are nut just for
the primary grades. Murray Rudisill and Curtiss
Wall are both associated with Old Dominion Uni ,

versity, Norfolk, Virginia, in ttic field of mathe--
matics education.

Materials: Rubber bands, string, protractor, ruler, the

circular geoboard pictured in Figure 2.
Acircle is a plane closed curve. Therefore, it separates

the plane into three subsets. the boundary or circumference
of the circle; the interior of the circle, and the exterior of
the circle (Figure 1). The geoboard you will be using is
called a circular geuboard, and it has a nail in the interior
of the circle called the center (Figure 2).

Task 1

-

Figure 1 Figure 2

Connect th9 center of the circle with nail A on the
circumference of the circle (Figure 3). Thisline segment is

0

Figure 3

A
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called the radius tr). Us, your ruler to measure the radius

OA
Connect the center of the circle with any Other nail

on the ..Nurnferen.,e u: .he ..irde. Measure the tadius.

What ..in you ..onclude about the distance between'
the center of the .Artie and any point un the dr..umference?

Make same radii (more than one radiu on your geo.
board. What is the intersection of the radii?

Task 2

We can connect a rubber band to two nails on the
circle so that, it passes through the center of the circle. This

called a diameter (d j of the circle. Connect nails to make
four diameters in different directions. Measure the lengths
of these diameters. Are -these lengths the same or are they
greater or less than each.other?

The measure of the diameter is considered the width
of the circle. WhAt can be said about the width of the circle
from the previous example?

Task 3

Use your ruler to measure the length of one of your
diametersV/1p pare your result with the length of a radius

recorded in task 1.
Which of-these rules work(s)?
a. r = + 2

b. r



A

c. d = 2r
d. d r + r
If the diameter is 10 Inches, the radius would be

inches.

Task 4

Use a rubber band to connect any two nails on the
circumference of the circle. This line segment is called a
chord. A chord begins on the circumference of the circle
and ends on the circumference of the circle.

Make some chords on your geoboard (Figure 4).

Figure 4

Look at the shortest chord you can make. How many
of these chords can.you make?

What is the name of the longest chord you can make?

How many of these chords can you make?

Task 5

A chord cuts off a, portion of the circumference of
the circle called an arc.

Put your finger on point A. Trace along the circum-.
ference of the circle until you come to point B. This is
called arc AB (Figure 5).

Form some arcs on yOu-4t r geoboard.

A

Figure 5

Task 6

Choose a nail in the exterior region. Stretch a-rubber
band from this nail through the interior to a nail on the

. boundary. This line, is called a secant.
- Connect two adjacent exterior nails. Notiee that the,

line formed barely touches one nail on 'the boundary of the
circle. This line is said to be tangent to the circle` and is,
theitfore, called a tangent line.

Practice making some secant and tangent lines (Figure
6).

(-Tangent

Secant

,
Figure 6

Task 7

Stretch a rubber band forming arc AB to the center
of the circle (Figure 7). The angle formed is said to be
subtended by arc AB. The angle is also called a central
angle.

Figure 7

sA -ceryral angle is an angle formed by two radii of a
circle: What two radii form the central angle subtended by
arc AB"

Arc AB and central angle AOB are 'measured in
degrees. Use a protractor to measure angle AOB. The num-
ber of degrees in angle AOB will be the number of degrees
in arc AB.
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Task 8 7-",sk 10

'N
On your geoboard, make the.4.entral angle subtended

by arc CD (Figure 8).
1.

C

Figure 8

hat two radii form this central angle?
What is the degree measure of this angle?
What is the degree measure of arc CD?

Task 9/
Make the smallest central angle you can form on the

geoboard. It measures_ degrees.
Each central angle formed by connecting two nails

that are next to each other with the center equals
15 degrees.

What do you think a central angle like angle If in
Figure 9 will measure9 Check by mea-
suring:

Angle F= degrees

..

Figure 9
e

I
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4

Form a ential angle o l'the geoboard like the one
in Figure 10 (the angle formd is indicated by the arrow).

Figure 10

Use your protractof to meastue the central angle you
formed: it is / degrees.

/Task 1I

Without li/fting your finger, trace arc BC', arc CD, arc
DE, and arc Efr. Did you trace around the entire circum-
ference of the,circle9 .

What t o radii form the central,ang!e subtended by
arc CD? Arc t,7,? Arc EB? Arc BC? -

Make/these angles on your geoboard and find the
'degree measure of each.

Figure Il

We can conclude that
a. The sum of the central angles of any circle equals

,

I

Which formula below gives us the number of degrees b. A circle contains
in our central angle for this circle' (ZS,
stands for the number of nails between the two-touched on-
the circumference; C stands for the number of degrees in
the central angle;)

a. C= (A) (15)
b. C= (A+ 1) (15)

Task 12
--,

I.?

The' part of the circle cut out by a central angle is
called a sector of the circle. A sector is a figure made by

5 r
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two radii and the-arcs between their endpoints (Figure 12)!
Make some sectors on your geoboard. How many

. different sized sectors can you make'

Figure 12

Task 13 ar

8

Divide the-circle into four equal sectors.

Figu e 13

What do you think each of the central angles,or arcs
will measure' Check your answer using a

protractor.

Task 14 O

Divhle the circle into two equal sectors (Figure 14).
These sectors are called semicircles (semi means 'hall')

0

F re 14

/
What do you think Jell of the central'anglest.),- arcs

wil(measurel What chord divides the cll-
.

de into two equal parts"'

4

Task 1.5

Make en, Ko chords on your seaboard so that their
point of intervicticat is a point on the circumference of the
circle /Figure 15), This angle is an inscribed angle.

Make some inscribed angles on your geobdard.

' Figure 15

Task 16

Angle B in Figure 16 is an inscribed angle. Find its
degree measure

Figure It)

etikc the central angle subtended by arc .4C. Find its
(*fee measure

)". Compare the degree measures of the inscribed angle
and the central angle.

Predict. witat rue inscribed angle iormed tro, con-
necting the angles on the circumference touched by the
sides of a 120degree angle will measure_

Which`of these, rules workP
a. Inscribed angle = central angle.
b. Inscribed angle = tweet the central angle
c inscribed angle =half the central angle

Task 17

Form- arse inscribed angle by connecting the end
- points of the diameter wilh any other nail on the cur.um-

ference (Nine 171. Measure the in:Amin:1 angle YOU ILIA

formed- 1.1 is degree.
Now mince the i..thhcr hand to oftir'nall on rhe

4.neumference. kat-mg the ;Ides 01 sour in,,crtbcd angle
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to

0

Figure 17 Figure 18

touchn the ends of the charneter tFigure 18). Measure this
new angle, Is u the same size as or different fr9m the other

inscrib&Itnerkou formed? It you muse
the vertex of this inscribed angle to another nail, will the:ath

measure of yotir utscnbed angle change? -
Indicate whether each of these statements isrtrue nr

a \a. Any angle inscribed in a semicircle measures Q0

degrees
h.' ,Two angles triscnbed in a semicircle might rbeasure

itlerent number of degrees.
c. If three angles tnscnbed ir, a semicircle hasc,theti

seritees each toudutig a different i1Jii, their meat

sure. in de'grees will still be the ,ame

Task 18

Form any threesided figure by connecting three nark
on the 4:4rcunifercne of the circle, This three-sided fig.we is
called a trrangla Measure for calculateo:mng imcnbed
aisles) each of !la' three angles rnoldf your in-logic %Vhai
do these angle. add up to'

Task 19

t Form any Mitt -sided figure b) connecting tour nails
on the circumterence of ttio circle t the sides are nr.t alloued

tia r.iiht I, an 10,011012 R `1.hriv,n in Flow 1'

4P

adritatoat

tl
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We call such .a risme a quadnlafc:rat. Nonce that the sides
are straight line segments that touch only at the four
vertices,

Task 20

Measure (or calculate) the Tur,anglcs inside your
quadnlateral (remember that these are inscribed angles):
cadi will be one half of the central an& formed when you
onneet the end points of the angle ter the. cer ler of your
tuck. The ttitilltila tin calculating pie cent nal anglb is given
in Task 1(1

What do the inside ingles elf zi;ur quatinlateral add. .
up to?

Task 21

Filial a te.e-milediiitUre ..orrriccuog fise nails on

the ...,114.734-nierenke .51 the code , this figure is .shed
IFIguie 201 The int.idi; angles of the pentagon

add up to dog lee s

triangle
!!'Ur

Vill;;;11 0411 or In 10,;.(1.);

OP..: 112,ut..", ourrlh.r um AI

)io:or 34,101'
Slat!. -211/"-?)

15 S 4 f
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Task 22

Ler% lake 4 Clint[ k& 41 triangle. Theft.- are three
/types of triangles Equdateral triangle: have three equal
stdes; scalene triangles have no equal sides; isoscelesi
triangle\ have two equal sides.

Form al equilateral triangle.
Now many degree,, does each of the Interior angles

measure'
Form an isosceles tmutgle.
fltm,manie degrees does ea,..h thv 4

measure"
visit eft codatcral, 4rhi v. alt nt rn tht.....vitet

blardt-,

Number 0 angles Equal
Type of Trianizte to Each Other

three
t v.0

nom:

Task 23/ Construct any t) pe of tnansle t_in the geoboard. Mee
sure eazh angle and find out what angle ha the greatest
measurement. No measure th- sides of the inang,le and
find out which gde-is the lungest. What can be said about
the port on of the '1,4ngel4 side of a tkiani:it tn rvi.stivil to
the largest angle"'
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PENCIL AND PAPER Alt YOUR MANIPULATIVE EXTENDERS

0
by John Van de Wane

In the author's words, this article "_,peaks chtectly
toniaking a transition from physical materials to
srntbolisttt This is an area often neglected in deal-

manipulatires, John Van de Walk is an
Assistiint' Professor of Education at Virginia Com-
numwealth Ciiiversity. Richmond

Today no one doubts that mampulatises are the sery
beet means of teaching nuthernati..4; ..oncepis to students.
Paget and those v.hu hare tested his themes in ilissroonis
have coron,ed as that during their elementary si.ho,i
years students inithdly through onerete rnampula
use expertemes Thitough workshops, uklursewrk. and pub
him nons, teachers are ...iaLstantl encouraged to use eouracts.
place value pie...es. rods. and many other material, e, het
replay: or augment a textbook instiuutiunal rnoile. Thus
emphasis un manspulatives is accepted as a saltd ari_ proper
direction tor the teacher of elementary s4-ho%,1 mad-len-4111,s_

On the other side of this uom, howeser. ate a riiitntxi
ot !acts that gtse us pt ASC. %s ten consdering a total manilla
!alive approai.h First among the eels is that the and goal
of 3 triathattati C"... i.-.Uttik.uttiMt$31M.YA totally
%aril v-c: expect that students will esentually work with,
use, and mter,iet vanotas arrangements of numerals and
other wathernAical syrnb-43 such as i.-peratn.;.n signs. paren-
theses, and eq..-.st 5.4-.7...s There ,een-c., to be a definite gip
between this.sy rnholic. torn of Inathegiatical dexterity and
the derable mariipulatise methods of geoid rnathLmatt,s
iri,strth.tion The textbooks v.. use frequently employ,

rcturc. rnanipulathe kin it.; -instruchorial- pace
iloweser, we find that students rarefy altiCh much .....100-1-
1.:.-itly;e to th,:se pietures. Gen:ratty they are spored_ ;&t any

rht on to 1.?.11-1Evalis;

any ss,is Tho eip xtrrtxn ntampulatise-, and liarA

And there .ire still other difficulties w:th rnanipula-
use-. ilvon ate efoiti.,i,th to go atoutid_
Et, 7113t:: foot icalfOng Jrtd..IX:;ft+0111

rri..inae,einent tritv-i t c ciript,i7,,,,j. inampui,

nix modes are sho. iroi And tye Kean ,,t
dints away horn them'

AM.

There IS A v.-ay to bridge the nhin.pul4ttse s}mbuhi.
pa' 5,3,i., added benefit: At satire time. It

Zotild i albancluil 'Jul_ CP, . %Jth hands,,n
`materials. On &h , we should take spekaal tare to

a_se me,Tulatiso: properly. Beyond this. us
3tUdefit) n. ,hav, pl,tutes thve otroi t. Al.-, what

they ail. dVerti lift14 1 Kith the man-pulatives St.L.
triaghtsismpL: te,hniques that

-at. a...z,,,...L.sted with The most impuitarit rriampulatoii.:
inse in the clpsroorri

With the aid ut pencil Jlid papei
of do: nurkipuT-ttc.t mode. msttu,um-1 more,, dclibt:ratch in
ia,adaated slip: tt.011 till ..ori..iete to the symbol:A.

matupulaltit.
Alth materials_ ATANN4CIN to ptoblem, iiJ bQ tc
Oird:d but all work is done inariipullinely

Step MantrufartieVrawng, The student prii.xeds
stcp I but ,..:Ugrit to draw pti.-ture: his /her

work as it is ciirnpleted. thawirip go tight on the
AulkStIv:t.ts along nh Ow rit+Ytlein4rIti Jnswer.

S.:p 3 Drakin,;,,,int The Auden! %Pius the IlisEV hom'aar
trionpulatives but not h.-.6e The actual mat
ruts present. Bt now tilt: draloong,
ingful and easily drawn Drawings ae ....irnpany
all virl..

Step 4_ Symboli, Work n pre..- .nt.:-,: and soled without
the use of titawitl?,. tit warapulatises. The Ntudoit
wilt enter tlas stage at his /her ow-n tat,.

Taus deeptisely NI,nrk requites si,ry t ate

instria,tion Students must be taught h...ot, tot mat.0 the
The 4N......zat,on with the ritu_A

1,4 alt.: :sItokritS making the thawing., they
must vhzuarxi-,-....d to 1.1,4:: drawmg, frequently



In the drawings iw:the most commonly used
.-Limpulatnies are paired with suggested diJKing, technique,.

It the drawings are esplicitly taught. the gap between
mampulatoes and sy mbois can be narrowed. Furthermore.
since drawings rcquire nirung 1,luie than blank newspni.t
use text of .l,..11/4iv_;ard priAlems). sfuden.s c4flesentuilly

have their n n ''niarlipulatire; in Men drawings. They
will learn to "manipulate their drawings Lister, than using
the actual material Even textbook pictures begin to have
sirne meaning,

SUGGESTED PENCIL-ANDPAPER EXTENSIONS

In ost cases. drawings should be done on cheap
newsprint. Young students draw freely if permitted to
draw large. Newsprint is still inexpenslye. Mold loicing
drawings in cramped worksheet spaces. -
I Counters of all Sort:, used for various purposes from

onetoone matching actoities in kindergarten to multi-
plication and diviston concepts in grades three and four
ro fraction concep in grades five and six. While the
drawing of counters is very easy , it must be encouraged
Ito en,yre that it is done. Figure l provnies some ex-
ample, of filawmp of comers
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0 00 0000 00 00
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b you(
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if. rh,.. Itt&,7 olnuttort re-at-It-et-made %er-

t,Isi tr rlt l ttttl 17014111k, .0 III beans and Ivan,
1101 A1( 1V.11 is a `r;t1t ol I 1 hvaristp.3.s. and

'311r. .111d .4113.11('. :11t Intro posterh,it d Ilk:latter 1113
II, I i till ,S111171: )+,1 1)11,:s a I 1 Ito 4.*ti atilt iot
41141 I Ill. \ .,Irian If it hIrridiCkL- 1.1.Vilt:111

a

wooden and plastic versions aic also commercially asall-
able All 13i these ..an be modeled by simple stylited
drawings as indicated ni Figure 2. Drawings of place
value pieces can be ch.*: to actual site or as small as the
students are capable of charring,. They also can be drawn
in a two- of three-column place slue chart in order to
%offs addition and subtrastion problems IA to promote
the right-left order of ones, tens, and hundreds.
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Model of beans,
sticks, and rafts.

HUNDREDS TENS ONES

11111"

111

8

s;C

1 26

Model for strips and
wares or wooden
place value pieces.
Shawn drawn on a
place value me.

374
IviodelTf stit:.s and bundles.
large tiongles represent fen
bundles MO sfacked"ten piesEyle.

Figure 2

3 The equal Mill sq. mathematical balance is art excellent
daft:Z. lot all four operations. It is especially useful for
emphasising the concept of equality and for dealing
with missing addends. Figure 3 illustrates a balance along
with several thavangs. Lien it only one barant.e a avail-
able mahe mom, ri-e rhavaqs provide a useful extension.

4" Wooden cubes are useful special type of counter
because they eau he lined ul'i\ a in a bar graph of
at/dived m patterns and 31115s (od paper and crayons
.proxrde an excellent extension Ow a irge grid t2 to
3 out for primary grades and a grid (I cm) tor
milder %indent-.

%%ben place value materials aft, vot Amiable.
colored touirlet% are 11itIVIIII) used lin place value

ei j
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titans. Rather than thawing counters, numbers an be
written in dittoed charts to aid in the transition. If the
dou.1 talue mats arc laminated, the numerals an
first,he drawn directly on the mats next tr., the counters
or place valve pieces.

100

4
2,

TENS ONES

0.

7 8
6,. 5.

7 J4/
4

Addition

num:
100

TENS ONES

10+2 19.2

-2

7 5.
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DOOM 1111 ONE

3 5 7
3 5 7
3 5 7
3 5 7

1

.

5 7
1 64 7

34"
2 I 4 2

Subtraction Multiplication by

repeated addifion

Figure 5

SUGGESTED DRAWINGS WITHOUT MANIPULATIVES

Many of the same benefits are derived when-Simple,
meaninpful drawings are encouraged even when no physical
model is -used. Some examples of such drawings _are
illustrated below.

I. When the long multiplication process is developed, one
method is to use rectangular arrays partitioned betwean
10's and I's. The different sections of the rectangle pro-
vide each of Or: partial products. Figure ba shows a ene
by .two-dirt problem, and Figure bb shows a two- by
two-dirt problem using this method of explanation. (The
method used in Figure-6 is explained in the 1978-NCTM
Yearbook Developing Computational Skills. Reston.
Va.. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
197i4.)

7., Equivalent tiaan,its ,an be deseloned by "slicing"
squares in two driet.tions. The lrawings. wh h ire
quei,ay appear in textbooks, can easily be drawn by
students.

3. SlIlli;a1 drawings are often us,t1 io illustrate multiplica-
tit) of two liat.tions. If these are used in the assigned
textbook, students should be en oinaged to draw their
own models as well.

A word. of caution about fraction drawings. It is

difficult for students to divide a rectangle into Z.-qua! sec-
tions As long as they realize that the parts should be equal.
th..re is nu icasuri to be ,ork.erned about lopsided sections.
Chi the tithe' hand. it would be unwise to use students'
drawings to ,..umpare. for example. the relative sizes of 213
and 3,4. In situations stn.11 as these, a..t.tiraty is essential or
errors may result, Sections of circles as in "pie pieces" are
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much more difficult for students to draw and probably
should not be attempted.

4. One useful model for decimal fractions is a prepared
sheet of small 10 by 10 grids. If the area of alb!l square
is taken as 1. then decimal parts to two places can be
shaded by the students to give meaning to decimals
(Figure 8). Very finely grided graph paper can be used
in a similar way to investigate decimals to four places.

5. While number lines are hardly innovative, we can en-
courage students to make quick sketches to assist with
the concepts ollarge numbers, decimals, and percentages.

SUMMARY

There is a definite need to help students make the
transition trom manipulative materials to pencil-and-paper
lOrms. if some time is spent deliberately teaching and
encouraging tIrm to make drawings to accompany their
written work, this transition can be greatly facilitated. The
pencil-and-paper "extenders" suggested here have a num
ber of desirable attributes as teaching aids

4. Students always have them handy.
3, They in for limited supplies of materials.
. They usually require only blank newsprint.

I. They are almost cos( free
2 Th

o
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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33'/o 75%

100%

F!gu re Q

As we develop in students the habit of sketching a
quick drawing to go with their work, we provide them with
a valuable tool for dealing with mathematics. Drawing
pictures not only moves one from concrete to symbolic

thought but also is, in and of itself, a valuable strategy in
"learning to learn." In terms of cost effectiveness, pencil-
and-paper drawings should nut be overlooked as a form of
"Manipulative" in our classrooms.





GAMES IN THEMATHEMATICS CLASSROOM

by Donald L. Zalewski

This article supports the Iry of games and gives
many valuable suggestions.for selecting and using
them, It serves as an introduction to all the games
that follow. The author is an Assistant Professor of
Education at the University of Nebraska at Omaha.
He has spoken on the subject of games at regional
and national math meetings.

Anyone who watches children play a game quickly
realizes that such an activity combines all the features of an
ideal learning situation. The patticipants are intrinsically
motivated lo use their mental andiur physical skills to
achieve a goal that they feel is important. The amusement.
pleasure, and group interaction which develop in the pur-
suit and achievement of the goal add to the value of games
as a learning activity..

In the mathematics classroom. games can be partko
lady effective for basic skills practice, applfLations. and
lop. and strategy development. Physical involvement games
such as throwing beanbags Lan also help develop physawl
coordination and visual perception. Finally. games provide
a pleasant diversion nom the usual mathematics classroom
"fill and grill- routine. It properly selected and used, they
can help improve the attitudes of students who too often
view mathematics as a dull, tedious subject.

As you caw a game, Non logivally must vonsider
111 the student Valmlny and (21 the learning that wish
to plomte. A game that is too tannplex to understand or
in play is worthless, A game that due. nut insolse any math

skills or concepts might he fun, but it is a wa..ie of

precious turn!'
A third Lonsideration.alf selecting a game is the type

pairo.ipation ;on de ..c. learn rgrites sarvh
downs- can involve the whole Jays well, However, a -one-
on-one- game with dice or an individual game Lid! as
"Connect the Dots" is appropriate for small group'., math
labs, and treeime activities

Chisel; allied with pant:Avalon h 111e type 44 i.oni
that a t':ilme prom!qs Claupentive games, whethei

team in individual ellortS% risually prodr.Le winners and
losers or 11110 that some Ninth: Ms are better than then peels.
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Competition has its merits, but you must try to give all stu-
dents an equal Lhanee to win. Skill based games favor the
smartest and the fastest students, thus producing the same
losers regularly. Matching opponents by ability or using
pines of ,.hank i.e., cards, dice an help you minimize
the problem.

In older to avoid the "winner" or "Inset" designa-
lions, you might consider using games in which the student

against a standard as in golf 01 works toward a
piedetermined goal as in Lode breaking, In these games,
pcisonal Ili or attainment if the goal is the
Ineasuh. of ttuLLe.s. Nou*.ompetinve adivitics %null as build

ing !Wide's I MIls linkCI toys, fin example I .1 basing group
guCtsili Willes ate reLoinincrided INI stujr,nts who are un
able to compcie well and for students who by nature arc
unable to accept defeat,

A filth consul_elation In wk.,. ling a game is the
maturity of the students. Kindeigaiten and ear elcinen

tat,' students need to partiopah. in A.* a: all times..
As student, mature, ility lean; tu paticutly writ their
tuu[s, llowevel. a ethic that has all traill,M4111. attss. by
making a play or ica..ting to anodic, play mammizes the

pravAke that pines should give.
The final charaLieristic t,r dic,k %Own 4.0:1e,:ring a

eanii. is Icerlhads, Mathematics games that ciiiphavite skul
anJ appliva lions neva.ronalc regular. mimed/ale feedhaLL to
assure that curler ts ate rat lking otrect responses. The
teahci and an answer Ley are the ino,r dernifalle teed,
hack sources Inn young students ;low-ever, having the par
tiLipants Llicsk each other's play s And tistItnt:s (especially

they Lan profit 1)5 Mini)! an cyr.) 111.5%itles
111t.te,sity par th_tiLa` mid moiltat low
The value t games, how cver LarditIl4 I t
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depends on how well you use them The necessary materials
must be prepared in advance. Directions, whether oral or
written, must be dear to the students. 11 proper rule
following is ertucal, then,you might have to give examples
before play starts, and you must regularly cheek the stu-
dent's progress. Follow-up activities are important to focus
on The strategies, results, and learning brought about by the

game. Finally, you need to use tlic students rea.tions and
learning to evaluate the game.

Several commercial gamo can be used ill the mathe-
matics classroom. However, homemade games or those
found in educational publications serve equally %%ell. The
main purpose here is to encourage you to effectively select
and use games to supplement your mathcinatics.teasling.

tr

I;)



GAMES AND ACTIVITIES WITH NUMBER CUBES

by Donald L. Zalewski

Number cubes (or dice) are inexpensive additions
to the mathematics classroom. This series of dice
games was designed' for kindergarten- through
eighth guide -level students.

"FilVer Up"

Fquipment: One die, a supply ut dry beans, corn kernels, or
other marker, a number line made of squares with num-
bers from 1 to 25 (or further) fur each participant (Figure
1).

25

Figure

Mayers: Any number, but two to tour playing together
works hest, No one No's too lung waiting for his/her
Grades K4t,

Concrete one-to-one correspondence

Pattern recognition.
Counting whole numbers from 1 to
Concept of addition

Directions. 1 Deternle who should shake first You can
do IN) having each person roil the die,
the hog). orer goes first. Then rotate rums
clockwise,

2 The first shaker rolls the dte, looks at the
surtake Lacing topwards and then takes that
man) beans (markers) and distributes them
o,-,e point tc.-ho6, numhcriitartmg
1 When ,holte is through, she /he passc's the
die to the next player (to the MI).
Players take turns shaking and tilling their
number lines :Into! someone firishes foiling

the numbers At this age. the rue( num-
her to finish tilling the line need not he
shaken, hot this rule can he added later
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i.e., if a player has 21 numbers filled on a
25-point line and shakes a 5, she/he is per-
mitted to t.se 4 of the 5 to finish the fill.
Liter she:he would need to slialtqj 4 or leas
to be able to continue tilling; she/he cannot
use a number that is too large and must pass
the die.

4. When sot-mune firLalica fill;14, his or hat

number line, the game ends, although play
can continue until everyone fills. But then
the first filler has nothing to do. The first
filler can be called a winner, "Chief Filler,"
or whatever designation you wish (if you feel
one is necessary). The first filler can start
-next game.

Variations: 1. The length of the number line can he in-
creased,

2 After a player shakes, she/he must orally
announce how many "dots" sheihe shook.
Other players should correct him or hi.r tf
she/he is wrung. The pl-ayer could even lose a
turn if she/he announces the wrong number.

3 A die with numhert instead of dots can be
used

4 The game Lan he designed for older stu-
dents by using two different colored dice
and Jesrparing one as positive and one as
net arwe

"Race"

Equipment One die, a La; of other make for each p1,4 et, a

uurilser line with numbers 0 to 25 #.1m farther)

Mayen- Two to tour works hest Grade.
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Skills: 1. One-to-one correspondence.
2. Counting whole numbers.
3. Adding whole numbers with one addend of

size 1 to 6.

Directions: 1. All players put their cars (markers) at the
start (zero) position.

2. Determine who shakes first.
3. The first player shakes the die and moves his

or her car forward a number of spaces equal

to the number of dots on the tap face of
the die. Then the /he passes the die to the
player to the left who repeats process of
shaking, moving, and_passing the die.

4. Play continues until someone crosses the

finish line. She/he is the "winner." However,
play could continue to determine second
place, third place, etc.

Variations: 1. The length of the race is variable. You can

have a "Des Moines 100" or an "Omaha
500" if you wish.

1. For longer races, two or three dice can be

used. Then players move forward the num-
bcr equal to the sum of the dice.

3. Excitement can be added by having the
teacher or students make special rules. For
example. if one player must move his or her

car to a space already occupied by another

player, there is a "collision." The result of a
collision can be as follows: One or both
players lose a turn; the player simply cannot
move his or her car to the occupied spot and

must lose turn; both players are "wiped
out" and must leave the race; or any other
variation you or the students decide or

4, After a player throws the die, she/he an-
nounces the number where she /he thinks

she/he will end upi.e., if she/he is on 18
fluid shakes a 4, she /he says, "18 plus (and)
4 is 22." If she /he is wrong. she /he must go
back to 18 and lose/this turn.

"Bunco" or "Twenty-One"

Equipment: 'three Like, paper or a large supply of counters

(corn, beans, chips. etc.) to keep score with,

Players' Any number. but two to fut'r works best. Grades

1

Skills: 1. Counting by l's, 2's and'S's up to 21.
2. Adding to get sums up to 21.

General Directions: The game is played in six rounds. Each

round consists of the players' shaking for a designated num-

ber. In round one players start With I 's; each player adds

the results of each shaking, to his or her score until some-

one gets a total of twenty-one. Then round two begins in
which people start shaking for 2's and continue until

someone gets a total of twenty-one. Tnen round three,
round four, round five, and round six follow.

-
Rules: I. In round one the first person shakes the dice

and counts the number of 1's showing. She/he
gets one point for each I or five points for
three of a kind other than I's, and becomes an
automatic winner of round one by shaking
three 1's ;,:t once. This is called a "Bunco."
(See Figure 2.)

*

is worth 1 point

is worth 2 points

V
I

is worth S unless you are shaking
for fours. Then it is a "Bunco"
worth 21 points.

Figure 2

2. If a playr earns any points on the shake, she/he

adds it to his or her total and then gets to shake

all three dice again. The player continues to

'hake and add until no points are scored on a

a shake. at which time she/he passes the dice

to the next player.
3. Round one is complete when someone reaches

or exceeds' a score of 21 on his or her turn.
Then everyone starts with a score of Zero again

and round two begins. Then you score one

point for each ';ou shake. Three of a kind is

still worth five except if you shake a "Bunco"

of three 2's. Rounds three, four, five, and six

follow the same rules with the corresponding

'number becoming the object worth points and

determining a "Bunco."
4. Play is complete after six rounds, which pro-

duces six individual winners. The person who



wins the most rounds can be declared the over-
all champion.

"Boardwalk"

Equipment: Two dice, markers, and a game board for
each player. The board will vary, depending off which arith-
metic operations are used. See Figure 3.

2 3

S 6 7

8 9 10

11 12 +

Board 1

2 3

4 5 6 7

8 rb I I

12 + -

4 5 6

8 9 10 li

12 15 16 18

20 24 25 30
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Board 3
Figure 3

Board 2

Board 1 is for adthoon only Board 2 is for addition and
subtraction, Board 3 is for all four operations.

Players: Any number, but two or three works best. The

grade level depends on which board or skills are used.

Skills: 1. Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing

two numbers from I to 6.
2. Some decision making.
3. Intuitive probability.

General Directions: The purpose of the game is foi each

person to attempt to be the first to fill his or her

board.
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Rules for Board I:
I. The first prayer shakes the two dice, orally adds

the two numbers, arkdd then places a marker tut
the sum on his or her board. Then the next
player shakes and does liNwise.

2. If a player shakes a sum that already has a
marker on it, she/he cannot. make a play and
simply passes the dice to the next player.

3. The first person to cover all of his or her num-
bers wins. (You can continue to play for
second, third, etc.)

Rules for Board 2:
Rules are the same aS\for Board '1 except that the

player has a choice of addingor subtraCting (smaller from
larger) the two numbers she/he shook. However, the players
should begin to realize that' if they shake two 6's, then it
would be better to cover the.sum 12_than the difference
of zero on the board (if 12 isn't already covered) because
there is only one way to get a sum of-I2 and six ways to get
a difference of zero.

You could penhit a player to cover both the sum
and the difference on each shake.

Rulesrfax card 3:
Rule the same as for Boards I and 2 except

that A player can add, subtract, multiply, and divide (dis-
regarding those quotients that produce remainders or frac-
tions) the two numbers she/he shakes.

Again, you can let the plAyer cover only one num-
ber (a sum, difference, product, or quotient) on each turn,
or you can let him or her cover alt four answers if
possible.

Variations: 1. 'f a player announces an incorrect sum (dif-
ference, product, or quotient) and another
player catches the error, the player who
made the mistake loses ,a turn or the player
who catches the.error gets to cover the num-
ber on his or her board instead.

2. Instead of playing against each other on
separate boards, two players can work to-
gether on a single board against-another team
on another board.

3. One player can try to cover a board in as
few shakes as possible, trying to establish-a
world record. It would be wise to have the
student keep a record of all of his or her
shakes to verify the resultsi.e., first shake:
2, 6,second shake: 1, 4, etc.
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MONEY, MONEY, MONEY!

by Kathy Reed

Money is a subject of interest to stqlents and an
important mathematics topic in the early grades.
The author., a teacher at Sweetbriar Elementary
School, Troutdale, Oregon, has put together a total
theme unit to teach money skills.

Money! Everybody likes money! It is a favorite
subject 10, youngsters, too. It "lends" itself to activities,
centers, games. A learning sequence for money,
activities for identifying coins, counting in multiples,
counting money, drill for money skills, applying money
skills, and games involving money are presented by the
author in this article.

There are several things you can do to prepare your
class and classroom for games and other activities (for
any subject). The following section provides some helpful
organizing hints.

PREPARING FOR ACTIVITIES

I. Themes. Students ,enjoy developing themes fur
units. For money, the theme.,.reated by the authur's'stu
dents is the Pooh LhataLters. Things in the unit are gruuped
by skills (Poch's Store, Eeyure's Restaurant, Kanga's drill,
etc.).

2. Folders: Each student has a folder for a unit. It
can be made with 12*X 18" construction papet folded in
half to be 12" X 9". A pocket is possible by using latget
paper (fold the pocket up before folding the paper in half).
The students keep their task card recotd papers and wurk
sheets in the folder. A chart on the front allows the stu-
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dent to record what heshe did on a givea ay and the
teaches to comment.

3. Task Card Record Paper: In the primary grades it
is helpful to provide a record form for the students. This
form will have the same theme symbol as the cards (Pooh,
Eeyure, etc.). If there are varying levels of difficulty
(A, B, C) fin the ...ads, this level will be indwated. The
teLuid paper provides numbered blanks fur the student to
reLurd his;het answers. Sudi a re..urd limn would help
older students in recording their answers if they are not
familiar with task cards and centers.

4. Students need to know what .h.tivity they
are to du on a given day. Fur the authot, the "wheel" does
this. Fur learning "..enters" ut "statiutis," students are
gtuupe' and each gtuup has a ..olut. The fulders the stu
dents use are ..ulured. The "wheel" has 4 large uttICI 11tt:

Cott
t,LI

t
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and a small inner circle. The small circle is divided; each
division represents a group and is colored accordingly. The
large circle is divided; each division represents a "center" or
'activity and has the theme symbol for that activity, Each
day the teacher rotates the inner wheel. In this way. stu-
dents rotate through the centers, and they know what task
they are to do each day.

CAMEO WHEEL

CENTER WHEEL

S. Groups.: The groups can be formed in several ways
a.- Four students; I "low." 1 "high." 2 "average
b. Three students: 1 of each "level," or all three

about the same skill level.
. Two students.

It -hel s to keep similarskill-level students together v. i,s p
the student's level will determine what ia,..ks and,o1
activities and games he!she can do. Money Ls, such i toply

-.Wanting: It is a challenge to the teacher to find mat.nrat
easy enouglr, for the "lowest" child and difficult eaougi lot
the "highest" child_

It Is helpful to have low and high students rogerilet
whee the lower-ones are apt to encounter reading or math
skills beyond their present level while doing a larger, thc-011-
ingful-fask

6. Stora`ke hos helplul to keep the
unit together in'orre Place The students then know wh.r.:

. the matenal is- and where to 'put it away It Is ea.!. for the
teacher to _heck that ereivilling r. Pit:pits:4J and ere pi,-
for the day aeuvities.

7 Afulnple Opt. 11 therh,,,, rook; roan woe

a game Or drill 4.131 011...: da-
fcreni color so thu pieces and iat'ilsdiNn't get mined op

x. Rule% and Priluedures Studcrit,need ro kok..% ih.-
rules and ptib%:edutes tot the aiteolio The teachcr
introduce each Jctnity in a class meeting- but Qnly
tr,rlluee J few Item In on session The IWO err pis.ee,liAre,

diould he eiplamil, the aetivoy shoold be derrrore4 rawd.
and student, should potential pit'hlini- I "ll,v,k
many Tan do tin', 101:tit'.. at ,'rice' Wh rt rhtfw. 415:

L 1,911 )1.1W Nbiot,114 ),Tat TA,A I'. if t

p3011,utat

CKE1

a.

q. Belizior The following are a few bastc, "ground
rules". for game-)

.1. Anyone may play (you col exclude g.,::freorre
unliss the game's lurid has-been reached) .

Game; With dice (unless foam) must he rlaved on
the Carpet or a pee.: of Mr

.1e1e,:d 11.1 hu1011e: ,1-4 11-.1

j
.tl

plas ON help k-turi
1't.,40.1111-nu,y keep thot
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rouse iLe. insmtir ,.,1 ',paces )4,,ti Ued .)lifitirIF artitittj
du° rctorn, and limbo); nitwit); number,. in a patteth (10,
0 40,50,_., , , Stn ate all good at.MILlet,

,'another pielequostc to counting money is to --count
NI" In multiples (start at SO and count by 5.'s: start at 75
and c:ount by 10%1 The student will also benefit ,from
dinging the niuluples as he/she counts ("25. 50" 'change
to 10*s' "60 70.80" 'change to 5%* "85,90, 5." etc.)1

Counting Money

Counting money LS fun and exeitinz for students.
author starts by having them count with one denomina-
tioh I"We have lots of nickels. How much money do we
have") At lust, must students simply count 5, 10, 1$,
20. :5 s They often tind they lose then place and must
slat! user. Thus, they learn to make stacks of 10 pennies tit
la nickels. Ditties., quarters, and half dollars are. usually
s(ack)ed rn SI 00 piles by the student). 11, is usual!) best
gait with pennies, nickels, or dimes. Alter each of thew
can be done alone, two of these varieties are mixed.
finally, all three denominations are used. After pennies.
nickels, and dimes are mastered, the othet coins are intro.
duced, one.,,if a time. The following are a few activities for
counting money.

I Guessing Grimes The students should learn ways
to make' 51.00. S?..00, and so on. the author\ 'classes
enjoy playing guessing games: "Ten of tore make 51.00
Who an l" "You have seven of me, this is mote than
SI 00, but less than 52 00. Who am 1""

2 Owl's if/met, Box. It.is important that students
tip acts))/ money (not-play money) wilds: learning to count
money The author's class keeps money 'to be counted in
Owl's Money Box. Owl is one of the Pooh characters, his
pi is WI the ho The amount In Owl's Nione> &ix

It Aar, with pennies. niekels, aniiior dimes, it
voitIcs op lie Abb the e..!nirei, and even d,dlae bilk. The total

diiittUrt; will start undo 51 00 and work up to several
Lit t, Studeno.-count Owl's money. When they has

osapted it, they 4130% the 11.:JCIICC how 11111, couxiled lt,
the result and divzus,e, the pros -s with

the st4deni,

1.

3 Situp, Students need practicl in

selecting sums to show a speciti,_ i"Shov. me 37c-i
Students will progress from showing the amount with all)

they it an: to use lc. ostils Ito. .,irtz, the trio,t
corns no quarters. and so on

Solitaire Drill Activities

These are drill a ctivities for coin identificution,.cc.
equivalence, and counting money that can be done alone.

I. The Fcel4t Box (describedundei coin identifica
non) can be used by students on tt. it own.

Z. The Sick &'. (described hide( ,denttlia
non) can also he done alone

3. Kanga's Pocket Chart This is an exercise tot coin
eciutsalence. Each pocket (library -aid pok.rsets) a given an
amount t le. Sc. 104: 20e. etc 1 Three b) roe in,.11 cads
base the Nun': amounts on them in seseial damn: forms
t dime' , 10c. S 10. a picture of a dime's tails side,another
of a Jane's heads side, another of tv,c, melee!). and So on).

nu. t.atthl ant rit.a.tked on the :task to match a ...'de nn db.:
posist.is.fot sells.orreklmi. A Nt4101, IfikAf:% The ,,IrdS and
pits them in the ciarrea One pocket is marked

Qtle'0011,. A student places cards he:she is un-
sure about here liVr»tng It -,ou make .soetal KJpg-ds

,ko charts, make the ,Atds th.tiva,h
dea% Land!, can be kept together

4. Phiute 11: g,-.x ,- Jilt . ;(tin

equivalence and,iir countinOrioney Students work :Ins
puzzle by matching the coins on the pout,: Anat.: to the
totals in the box To make a puzzle, Eta two puce, of
railroad hood to fit exactly in a box (.a hosiery bo-c works
well) Divide the two pieces it railroad board into squartn-,-
,ihoin 58 eui .tquiri glue one trr the bottom of the beA
On hat other piece, rent: a pk, kite the NI/rdenT, will like
Cut the picture ulna the sittate, you nyrketi On the balk
fat each victme (game, .lamp the vatuk"., virile the aura aunt



;

IA the cont.:T*44ns square in the boxbe careful to keep
the picture in the correct order.

5. Match Box Dry!' This is an exercise for counting
money. Take a decorative match box and cut railroad
board strips to fit in the box. On one side mane} is
pt.:lured (use the money stamps,. gTire back of the catd.-
write the correct total for the coins pictured on the front
The sindent must count the moiley and check hts ur hei
answer ,ain't the answer On the back You can use du-.
(erent railroad hoard for the cards to show fusels
ot difficulty . this will make the drill suit more students

0
0
ttOnt back

Other Drill Acris hies,
4

I Heald Tills ,ifatch (coin Identification,. Student:.
match dit.es with the heads and tails 'name or satire can also

the ferule on them. This ca:, self - correcting

by tudfnr the backs of the discs.

Oari Mont-,i Box (described under ....wiring !nun
cy t This can be sell.cuttecting it the students hase at.kCV

,;aid with the correct Mat
,Alagig: Sititarci (..fiunting money and pioblen.

solsono A 3'X 3 array is the ealest magic square to skhe

73

To make one. ci_l flint' small squaft..N and stamp the t.altteS
needed for a magic square on each square ( lc through 94
will total 15c. 4e-124 will total 24e. :tte-37e will total 99c,
etc I. e yoq can make sorra! different value totals( I Se.
244, 99c. etc.). it will help to mark the back ofueach
square with the total to be made. In this %a} . a student can
be sure that tus;het pieces are correct for the magic square
beishe is attempting..Ind any misplaced square.. can be re-
turned to the correct puzzle. To correctly work a magic

-9;it rarz.-the studenis-shotthl arrange the sqtra7;:s tutu a 3 X 3
array r that the total. is the same in all directions (rows.
columns, and diagonals)

84- 34 44,
14 5 94

64'74

154 154- 154

00

154

15$

15$

15$

\154

154

ba..k

Applications-

There are endless was to appls money to "real"
situations '.Bost are fun, relatisely c.o.) to ,,et up, and in-
espensise. The authot's students has.: (acorne appli:a
non,. which are explained in this section Other "rear
situations are suggested

I. Pooh s Store: Plitt tiv.-ns the :,tore in the author's
classroom. It's a gruc.er} store. To make one, first collect
grocery items (open cans and boxes from the bottom to
pieserse fresh appearance and the Check that
each item for }our stoic has a price clearly marked on it
and that Identical items have the sane price. These grocery
goods should be displayed tit "departments " Cardboard
boxes can be stacked, a bookcase can he used, or a special
-store' can be built Once you base a stole, write task
cards that at at an appropriate level fur }our students
(Warning Make them much easier than you think

oseishooting is a comnion Problem Sample
cards



GO TO POOH'S STORE 134

A_ How much does a can of applesauce cost)

B. How many dimes must- you give Pooh to
buy the can of applesauce')

2. &Totes Restaurant. Eeyore's Restaurant is a
lavonte with the author's students, The restaurant provides
great practice in reading a menu, categonzing foods (break-
fast, beverage, dinner. etc.), identifying coins, totaling
amounts. counting money. making change, and even tipping
and manners. All you need for a restaurant are a few menus
tram a local restaurant, some play money. and some task
cards. Select a restaurant whose menu allows the prices and
menu skills you want for your students. Remerriber to keep

tt.e task OtT

GO TP POOH'S STORE

A, h the most expensive item in the spice
department)

B. How much 411,:N Rein Ce;St

C You have S2 00. llow much change should
-you Iceito: it you tiuy this moct expenslic
iron in tit,: spice di:pa:mu:nil

At the NIL:qe. students lean: to road prices and labels
(brand product. senirigs). They learn to categorize
post,* produi.ts .ftit departments. They work on counting
mon* ("Do sink have. enough money to buy eggs' How
trruch extra 11..1 )(al tiaCY HiPk. melt more money do you
need`' t. They work with 4:0111 ("What coins could you
i5ve Pooh t.' pay tot ill... INTiat ,,beuta pooh

;IN y our changer,. Students can take Iwo:racily
work, on whole,ile and uomparisons. and study math

jt.".,..wrif., for hulk buy trig, Th.!:
htand stA:s tut the hell hu!, ..; stud,.

tlis;,111,1th, \Teli %%.111) 111:1111

EEYORE'S RESTAURANT A.3

What does Beverages mean?

LEYORLS RESTAURANT

Nitth paria.kc (with honey and J quall
111hai would his 1.0..11 -

EL. has

I).. -:, Po, 11 haw crttluOirtionol.
lot hi-, hriict..0'

i:,:111 f .p 11..1 fl.'falf.2111 o- gv.i..1.,,ItiLifs,pit,

tu;,ite%

api -catimis Jr. I sssthh: /Iwo. ahiit 1..j

,Trite", All !caw .1 .,toe Oi cat,

tual .s stoge, pp.:011

tilt .*)1 ,1110
.1



Problem Solving

I. Show c- Students use the coin stamps-to
,huw different ways to make a given amjunt (midi as 434)..
A more advanced skill is to determine how many different
ways there are to make-a value.

SHOW 224

75

to show values which are also written on cards (25e, etc.)
to be used in "calling." The game can be simplified by
making columns. "C" (le-19e), "0" (20e-39e); "I" (40a-
694, "1%;.- (30e-S1.00). The call Laos are then marked with
the blue letters. The 'game is played like other bingo games.

2, Value Bingo (counting money). For Value Bingo,
each card is divided into 25 squares. Each square has a value
that can be made by a combination of three coin dice. The
call is made by rolling the dice.

2. LW Coins To Make c. Students
again show ways to make a given value such as 22e)-but
using a specified,number of coins (such as 4 coins -2 dimes
and 2 pennies; 5 coins I dime and 2 nickels and 2 pennies.
or 7 coins-cannot be done). In making such a worksheet.
be -ure it. include ones that can't be done,

Games For Small Groups

Some of the following games use coin dice. Coln dice
are six-std.:4 loam dice with pictures of each coin (penny.
ni.kel, dam =, quartet, and half-dollar) and duplicates of one
of them. The dice can he covered with clear Con-Tact paper
to protect and secure the pictures.

I. Clgir Bingo (counting money, 1: For Coin Bingo.
e.11.11 card is divided into lb squares. Coin stamps are ased

254

0 1 PI

o
J 0

0 00 00
0 o

00
0 0

o0 00 Co 0000 0 0

0 O0
0

Q 00
0 o0 0 °°

Q©
0 a0 °0°0 0

.._..i

164 274 404 514

254 364 74 761114-

124 354 fit/E. 454 3I4

304 654 204 604 614

524 :114 554 754 154

3. Mee Genie: The object of this game is o earn the
most pumts by identifying the total value of a roll of three
coin dice. A player earns one point if he/she Correctly gives
the total of his/her roll. An opponent earns two points if
he/she discover.; a player's , error and gives the correct
value: Play, rotates: The first player to reach 12 points. or
the person with the most points when time is called, is the

4. Tic-Tex-The- This game.is played with two coin
dice and Int: tIC-taC-toe board (with amounts that can be

24

554

304

504

to?

354

204 514 , 6
354 754( 604

154 114 264

754 104 -4,1.00
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made with the two dice written in the squares). The game is

Ltster if. two amounts are given on each square, however,
once the square is covered, it can't be used again., Each
player needs makers (different colors). A player rolls the
two dice and gives the total. If he/she is correct, he/she
covers the value on the board. If the value isn't -on the
board, it the -valuethas already been covered, or if the player
declares the wrong total, the player loses that turn. Play
alternates until someone makes a tic-tac-toe or until a
"cat's" game is called.

S. Cards: Use the coin stamps. Make a series of
booksfour cards with the same value (in different forms):
You will need 10-13 books to make a deck. Now, with this
deck you oan play several games. Here are a fevisuggestiqns:

a. "Authors" Style: Deal six cards to each player.
Player A-asks for a value he/she_has ("Do you have
soe"). Other players must give Player A the value
he /she asked for. If Player A receives the value he/she
wanted. he/she asks again. If no one has the value, the
player draws a card and this ends the turn. The object
is to make books of tour cards with -the same value.
The winner is the person with the must books when
one player is out of cards.

b. "War" Style: Deal all the cards. Each play-
er places his,her cards in a stack. Each player turns

. over a card. The person with the highest value takes
all the "up cards. In -.ase of a ti for highest value,
there is a war. For this, the players involved place
two cards face down and,then turn one card face up.
The person with the highest value on the new "up"
card wins the round. Play continues until someone is
out of cards. The winner is the player with the most
cards.

c. Rummy: Deal seven cards. This game is played
like Rummy. Books are made witl three or more
cards of the same value, or three or-more cards that
total either 75e or 51.00. Players alternate turns.
They may pick up the top card from either the dis-
card pile or the draw pile. A player ends -his /her turn
by discarding one card. The winner is the first person
to use all his/her cards in books.

Games for Large Groups

dice. At the same time, each team rolls their dice and deter-
mines the total value. Rotating around the room, one per-
son from each team gives his/her team's roll and total ("We

rolled one quarter, oite half-dollar, and one dime- the
total is BSc."). After each team has declared its totals, two
points are to the team with the highest total-and
two points are awarded to the team with the lowest total

1. Bingo. Either Coin or Value Bingo (described
small group games) may be played by a large group. You'll
need enough bingo boards so that everyonc has a board and
markers to cover the called values,

2. Table Owe Game (counting money ). For this
game. each team (table of 3-4 students) needs three coin

O

If there is a tie, each team involved earns the points (they
don't play it off or share the points). Play continues as long
as time permits. Time can be saved by having each team
write and display t' -total on an individual chalkboard
(this eliminates the declaring time).

3. How Marty Ways Can We Make t (problem
solvin3 and counting money). For this activity it helps to
have coins and/or overhead coin pictures. The objcct is to
determine all the coin combinations to make a given value
(such as 450 Students take turns suggesting and/or show-
ing a way to make the given value. Encourage students to
look for patterns or strategies (such as starting with all
peonies and working ug.)._It can be a game with each team
giving combinations. A correct combination is I point, a
repeat is 0, and an incorrect combination is -I point. A
team earns 2 points if they correctly say that there are no
more combinations..

4. 20 Questions (problem solving and counting mon
ey). This activity is a favorite one in the author's classroom.
You will need a supply of coins. The object is to determine
the exact coins and the total value of the coins (1.10 coins)
that the leader is holding. The leader secretly selects 1 toi10
coins. He/she announces how many coins he/she is holding.
The players ask questions that the leader can answer with
yes or no ("Do you have two or more pennies? Do any of
your coins have a value greater than 25e Do you have
'either 0 or I nickels?").Questioning continues until some-
one can guess the total value. That person becomes the'new
leader.

The 20 Questions activity can be simplified by writing
the ,coins on the board as they are determined (write "two
pennies" when a questioner has determined 'this informa-
tion). It cat, also be simplified by showing the coins as they



arc deuunimed. When it IN fullIld that them are two pennies.
the leader plai.es the two pennies on the flour, a table, in
an overhead. 20 Questionsbekomes more Lhallenging by
keeping a tally of the questions. If the value isn't dew,-
mined within 20 questions, the leader selims,new erns
and the game starts over.

CONCLUSION

Money is all enjoyable unit fur students. It is a good
topic for introducing your class to activities and games. You

I

77

.-an make these for a IIIIMMUII11111.36Ad anvr,stinent and use

readily available materials. It takes nine to develop the
:mama!, but if you laminate it oi pi.,N,1 it with deal
Con Taut paper. paw .1111es and task ',aids will last several

years. Coin stamps (there ale a heads )t..t and a tails set) are
available through various commercial outlets. These stamps
are worth their cost; you'll find yourself using them over
and over again. Your students will also enjoy using the coin
shims.

As you develop and /or expand your money unit,
you'll find one a,,,tivity 'aspics anodic,. Good lUdti, and
have fun!
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SOME METRIC GAMES AND ACTIVITIES

tiy Nancy Eure ind'Curtiss Wall

These metric games, ire great for &mentors. and
iunior high students. They have been tested and re-
lined' in a ourth grade elmsmum ,VattC1. Eure A
with the 'Newport News Public Schuols CUMS
Wall with Old Dominion Univerqty

'Wake a Meter" (converts within the metric system)

Malefic:1,s: -A gamehoard fot each player consisting of a
4 X 5 array it squares 'Figure IL a set of cards tin a sue
that mil tit in the squares on the 4 X 5 array) for each
player with the following written on them-

squares. litst play cr to iemuse Ai of his of
her cards from the ganteboard is the winner

In the event that on the titit Intr., a F14Vei cannot
make a meters he or she may interchange ant, two cards on

he board as his or her IMP
This game may he adapted ft,1 ni4N'i or Op" by

changing the unit of measurement to gram or liter

200 mm MO nun $O cm t dm A similar activity may he found in Afailtonatirs

400 mm 30 cm 7 dm 5 dm 1.4bnratnries, 1311 Actotttes and Gaint,5 fio I letnelltam

50 cm 700 inm ' 4 dm b00 mm Sclifftils, FRIG 11'94)9mm/11i Analysts Ctlifet has SOVI'It.C.

20 cm 8 dm 100 mm 00 cm MIffilcoi,010, and trearonmeimal location, p I it

ti dm 500 Mill 5 dm

Pracedure, Eatt student takcs a set of cards and arvmgc-
them face up lin his or her him" rd Players then exchange
boards Each player in turn moves rule c.ard horvontalls
vertu.ally , to thagi.,,nally cole space so that card', in adioinins!.
'...,quars twat one meter The player then ternoes Ole outs
nnating one meter from the gamehoatd, Lich player roake.s
only one move per turn, teganitess of whether he or the can
remove cards trot', the baord Cards cannot be placed on

Elute 1

"Metric Barnyatd" ITICMIM.`1 to the notes( centimeter)

Atarerras OP: die labeled l& 4.1 4.14.0:4j.j dA%p tot

cash pfaiovr, -is F.40104:4J/4,1

pictured or Ilgurc paper fa.oentt,, ..41

on, i9 ',in, I i 20 xn4 31) 1111k el.tfil

Plate7 i.11.b ettd)

itirriht, I (Jt4/4. 10 , :0 5, in,

25 inn,

Limber
tight 30-cio 'boatil."
Twelve 25-tm -btodis-
Smteen
Si,ctecti I -hoards"
Eighteen 104.m "hiords"
Sixteen m "i1040%.*

001102
ITIk C.fth)

'eon gst a lAtat the h ink Pia 4.
card

`fiits get Vitit 10.001 r*,,,g 411111: Nnibt,A (aid
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Figute 4

k:corli

Imo ro 4'4;141411 ',AM':

44)kro,IT
!look of 7.1,;p tiq111.11

C

M3-0,0.010410 i 'Mkt:
sit butter

115.0 warm

Thickness 4,41 AiL,4:44t

hrevd

cm
ot I dot,:

Room tempo:At 'Q.

;FP:T
lloarv., of a %Folk:

torn
wciof .01 Ati

ft. /It 41, 111., pAed o.mtrotrattop
1,-ron,.tog rhr I1 Itrh JO

etfigo rtrwl zrepirrptiatr, aroti rot rrvaglitel

410c4,-4% 04,:',1 Sit IiFttf41 tikl 4; 01

r44,yr ajitts, ,f,r. io.,4//4,41 4,44 414.n

C.o. ;If
aro,.

too

figure 5

Nc.Lige et supit Length in room (lit's weight

Liquid medicine Whitft of ;oorn Sruak

Liquid dcttnent

Procedure Lid' tlbytt is givo htnd Shuinv the
oid t.) them tie down._ E.1411 citidelli in was dtdws

the top 4..4114 and covers the upploptuite unit 4,41 tneasute on
bis or bet bond with a chip, The-ti student to get tour in
t tow tolunin, or dogonat is the winner,

Another dppioach to this skill mo he found in
Ftru at Gaintl loth 3ktitts, Prentia*liall .Ledining Sys-
tems: tn. , p 55

"Bewnte"(meastures to the nearest centimeter)

Arateriah- A pirieboitil as pictured in Nutt, 6, autker
nit cairtic waft* pioux or to be,
rne,imited

2
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JjAk'ed u re. Thi; teajhcr should hegm h> making a set ut
hum magalfIC pw.tuies yr ph-tures from oh' wwik

hunks. Jimelimun is to be estmwed, the
te..i..ei should nark a line on the ...aid indicating t.:,c d:s
tame to he estimated. E.i.,h playe puts his or her marks,
Jr the bottom of the gamehoard Players in turn pick a card

81

.Ind estimate the length ut the tigure m ..entuneters. The
number of entimetis the) ate ,may hum tit., at,tual
length 41 ilte figut+. It: the munbet of sp,te., that they must

tht. the vumet i. the student ultu
manages stay hunt tik mt...h lot the longest

time.

P

C.1
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CONCENTRATION IN THE CLASSROOM

by Robert McGinty, Jane Swafford, and John Van Beynen

The game "Concentration" is familiar to most stu-

ex.
dents. Little class time needs to be spent on the
rules of the game, and, therefore, more can be
spent. on drill or reinforcement. This article sug-
gests an inexpensive, yet, ,effective way to make
'"Concentration" a whole class activity. The au-
thorn are all affiliated with Northern Michigan Uni-
versity.

Teachers are always on the lookout for motivational

activities to supplement _their-normaloclassroom routine.

In addition to the mqtivational aspect,it is more-important
that the activity proe. de the students With some type of in-

structioni.e., concept formation, drill, reinforcement,
remediation, etc. Onb'.sqh activity that fits these require-

ments is the game olkporicentration." Most students -are
familiar with this garneiso the amount of explanation
needed is minimal. The'w,ay students normally play the

game is to use an ordinarifleck of playing cards with the
cards spread out face efown:ip front of them. The number
of players can vary from Aofi. The first person chooses
two cards arid turns them race up; if the two cards match
(both Kings, both 7's, etc.). then the peiz-in keeps thatpair
of cards. If the cards do not match, thenthe-cards are re-
turned face down to their original position: Thesecond
per;on then chooses two cards and turns thenpfface up, and

the play proceeds until all of the cards have been n4fched....
The player with the most pairs of cards is'the winner.

You can alter the rare of "Concentration" to tit
your needs. First, make set of cards from tagboard or a
similar material. If yoi. w Int your students to play at their
desks. nuke the cards about the size of ordinary playing
cards. If you want the game to be a whole-class activity

(one side of the room against the other), use two sets of
cards about 10. cm X IS cm.(4"-.X. ldex cards work
yell). Prepare one set of cards as the 1:h ,irdeck. Number
the second set of cards 1 thibugh n, where:: is the number
of cards.in the playing deck, ShuffleQtliP playing deck and

then clip a playing card upside down to the back of each
numbered card. Tape the cards to the chalkboard as shown

in Figure I. If the cards are taped as shown, then all you
need to do is raise the cards up as the numbers are called
out. Remember to clip the playing card.upside down so that
when the number card Is raised, the hidden playing card

will b6 seen in an upright position. When two cards match,
they can be removed from the, board and put in the pile of
the appropriate team. -

---'Ck1 c

0 fl 0
1

0 rnl
3 5

0
fi 7 10

/,/1

rr,)

Figure I

The number of cards needed will %pry, depending on
what version of "Concentration" you use. usually between
12 and 30 cards is sin ticient. Once the numbered cards have

been made, you can Invent Many different ganies for your

classroom. The ving inchnihr- some Lit Ahe many varia-

tions we have seen:

I. To make an additi
addends such as
write the sum S.
write -two -factors

game, on one card write two
+ 3, and on the match card

or multiplication, on one card
uch as-2 X.3,_and..9n the match

card the product . Similarly. cards can 5e made
for subtractionan division facts.

2. For number recognition, on one card wri.teethe
numeral 6, and on the match 'card use 6 dots or\

the word six.



3. On one Lard write the name of a geometric figure.
and on the match card draw the geometric fi

4. On one card write a fraction, and on the natch
card Write an equivalent fraction, an equ valent
decimal, or an equivalent percentage, or draw a
picture of the original fraction.

5. On one card write a missing addend sentence such
as 3 = 8, and on the match card write the
missing addend. Or write a missing factor sentence
such asX 7 = 56, and on the match card write
the missing factor.

e
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0. On une card wine an indite situate toot such as
49, and on the match card the toot 7, ot use a
perfect square like 25, and un the rnati.hLard 52.

7. On une wtd write QIIC half of eLen number
such as 1/2 X 42. 1/2 X 80, 1/2. X 16.et..., and on the
match card write the anaer. Odd numbers can
also be used.

8. On one card wute a mew.. unit Nth. Ii as 11.000
metres, and un the inat,11.aid wide an equivalent
like 1 kilometre. or use English units and their
equivalents.
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GAMES AND ACTIVITIES WITH CARDS

by DonAld Zelevai
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!we high le..1 Itudelits, r,.cey regular
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Variations. 1 Um! the red cards to represent negative
values. Wien a red S and an algebra card

''72x - 3" would produce a score of 2 (.5) .. 3

oar ..13. But ,'3 2x" would produce, a score

of 3 2 (-5ror 13.
2, In case ot ties, for 14, the first person to

announce his or her score correctly gets the
face -up cards.

3. If the person -with the high score announces
his or her score incorrectly. the first person

t to correct thts error gets to take the fire -up
o cards,

do ..
Extra NoteVarlitions Materiels: ,Sonic of the "War"
0114,s. tall develop higher kvel skills of working with
tractors and decimals by mixing separate decks of fractron

cards and decimal cards You could even make percentage
cards. (See Saint* carols) E..scli deck can tit used separately

as the games are played. or you can mix any combination
of the decks, Thus; in "Numero," players could end up
comparing 314 to 30`7 to 0,7 to decide which person had

the highest value,

,"Equals"

FL' 7 IWO to four players

Malik Combining whole numbe s through the' basic opera.

trims

Goal. To combine the valle of your cards by adding, soy
-;tracting, multiplying, dividing, in any -combination the of

to produce a given value,

Materials: A regular deck ot cards (with the taco cards

removed it ,you wish to keep aloes small I

'Dfrectionv 1, Each player to dealt four carts and then one
..ard from the dick is put face up in the

$

nuddle
2. Each atte to rind a eurnbinatron

of all r her four cardsto match the,
value ur ate middle. hat examAe, it a pra!,e;
ha, 2, 4,. 7. and 9, and the cajy wined up
in the middle rs a 10, the player could get

4 :7 12 X 3). If a 5 Lame up in the
rms.-idle. the player Lould make it with tit + 7)

rile the iaccup acct's
atue eXplarri NOW ite,°sil wit the value

korrt:'.1. if V pec.4,ri gels to lake his ill her

t

a

tour cards and the lace-up card and put
them in a -winnings" pile, Then the player
takes four now cards from the dee,k and twins

up a new card in the middle. Play cootinues
before.

4, tou may challenge another elayier's combo
.natton. If ou are korfect. you gt the othcs

player's four cards for your "voUnings" pile<
lc you ate wrong, you must give', him or her
your four cards for his or tier 'Coin-mugs"

5. If no one can make a comtanatreir to equal
the center card, a 117W center card is turned
up

6. The game ends when there are not enough
cards,-left in the deck to give a player anew
hand and a. faceup card (in other words;
there have to be at least five cards). The
whiner is the player with the most Cards in
his or her "wirrionrs-

Variation. 1. You might have each player use only thrh
card s. or you could use more than four
cards, But six or seven cards makes the game:
too dragged out and discouraltes using-multi
plication and division, (Calculators would
help thus h

For two players.

Skills, Mental addition ot integos Strategy

Goal: To make a sum as close to (or equal to)_ 50 as

possible sow that your opponent c.annot ;play without

making the sum more than 50_

Materials: A deck of -playing cards. (You can remove face

cards ri you wish. otherwise, .1 - 11 = 12. K = 13.)

Directions, I The dealer gises eaLli player three cards_
The nondeahng player starts by laying dol."
a card face up. announcing its value, and

talsrog a new Laid from the deck. The dealer

plays a card, announces tine sum or OW two

cards, and draws a new card. Then the

neater lays dowrivanother ,card, announces
the Num .it the Olive card'., and draws J new

card Play Linirrouo, frail 'one player an-
ituwit,e; a sum Ilia or equal to SO and

as



the other player cannot add on another card
without paking the sum exceed 5t.t. The last
person to make a play take, all the face-up
. ar,L, and puts them m his or her "svinnin"
pile. The other person starts a new round

3. The game ends when the players run out of
cards, The last persop to play a oral gets the
Iasi face-up pile

4, The winner >s the player with the most.cards
in his of her "winnings"

Variations: I More strategy can be applied if mote cards
are dealt to each-player.

2 Let the red cards have negative values.
3 Play up to 75 or 100.

Sample Play: Opponent pla'ys 10; announces "ten " Dealer
plays announces "nineteen" Opponent plays.' 13 = I I );
announces "thirty." Dealer plays 7.. announces "nutty-
setten ". Opponent plays 6; announces "fort; Three." Dealer
plays -4, announr.e. "forty-seven Opponent plays 2,
announces "forty-nine " The dealer only has 2. 8, and 8
left in his or her hand, so sheihe can't play. The opponent
take. the Cards and pub them in his or her "winnings"
pile Inc dealer starts a new round by putting out either the
2 or one of the- N's, (Obviously It would be better to keep
the 2 for later I

"Matchsum"

Fin two to five player,

Mar Mental addition of integers. Stratep,
o

Goal> Use a card in your hand to equal the sum of twi
more cards on the hoard.

Afateria4v A deck of playing cards Let the id earth Ratite
negative values

.Directions, The dealer gives each player four i;ard5
also puts four cards face up on the table.
lTte first player 'nes to find two r!ards one
the table whose ...urn I.Sequal to one car in
his or her hand. If he/she can make a ma ch.
he/she lays down the card, states the s
and put, the three cards mvialsed tat a
.".einnutgs" pile
It a player cannot make a match. Wish, ti
eard, one card by placing it face tipiwith
die other card, on the table

87.

4 Ohs toasty . there will not always. be four
cards on the table. If no one can,,irfi a
match, and simply discaids. there may be
mine than tint . It someone make., a MatCh:.
there may he less than tour. It there is one
card or, lero Card: on the table, a player
annut make a match and must discard One
card_ ,

5_

g .r match r discarding un they have no
1914 prus.eeds with each pets° i either milt-

m o ti

cards left in their hands. Then lour more
t:atth are dealt to each player, but no addi-
tional cards are put into the middle, A new
person starts this second round by trying to
nuke a match just as in the tirst rouncL

b. The game ends when all the cards in the
de"k have been used up. (On the twit round
ut' dealing, each player may not get four
cards.) The winner is the person with the
most cards in his ut her "winnings" pile

Sample Play. Player A nas 311, 7D, tsS. 2S Face -up cards
are 'SC, KC, 5H. 20. Play-es A can make a match wart oS
116) equal to NC ( +8) and 2D (-2) Mayo A could also
triattli 7D i-71 with 511 ( -5) and 2D (.2), but Beep -ht cannot,
rnak' both matches on one round .

Player B has QS. 9S, 311 IC Face-up cards an KC
and 511- Although KC (+13) is equal to QS (+12 i and IC
III I, player B c ,nnoi use two cards ;runt his or her hand
to match one raid on the board Thetetore. player B must
discard one card horn his or her hand.

Variation- 1, Let one card front a player\ hand match
more than two cards Fur example, in the
Sample Play abuse, player A could use 6S
(+6) to match KC (+13), 511 1i 1. and
2D (,21

"Integer 2.1"

For twit to six player,

Mental addition ot integers Strategy

Griot To be the player closest to .1 points or 21 points,

Matercals7 A regular deck of cards Let the red cards haw
negative Naltiec, Ace',Is 1 ut 11 CI or it I

Direction: deJ10 go,es on,: card down an tam card
WO; up to Baal player.

2. Etch player is git-eu the oppoytuniry to 1,74,C

j
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extra cards (face up) it shohe does not think
the sum is close enough to 21 or .21 to beat
all the other players (or all the players can
play to heat the However, a player

can.take a nirvainurn of four extra cards.
3. The winner is 'he person closest to 21 or

to -21

Sample Nay. Player A has KC. MI (equal to +10) Takes
another card; 7S, Now has +17. Doesn't want mere cards

Player B has 811 (equal to .17). Does nut take
more cards_ They would be tied as winneis if no other play
in gets, closer to 21 or -21 You can go over 21 or lower
than -217r e . 23 bk:aii. 17--ur you can have anyone who

bey4i1 those values go "bust

;',.siatiatu t Le another number su,,h tett) ul 11)

th!.; target minter

"Maximo-500"

For oa,o to loin player.

SPA Operarions won

Goal To make the larc,..-4 n,ssible valtie with y:ar cards

Afaienals A de. k et arid,, Let the red cards have negative
kaitle'.. Paper to keep $.4:ore on

Directiont; I leach player dealt three cards,

ts"

2 The players then try ti. nuke the largest
possible vo'ae with any combination of
adding. subtrak tang, multiplying. or dividing.
For example
a 41, 7S, 2D would produce (I+) X (+7) X

(-2) = 84,
b 6S. 711, 2C could only produce (+6) X

(+2) X (7) = 5, but 6 124.7)1 makes 54
c. 6D, 71-1. 21;1 would produce (-6 + .2)

(-7) = 56,
3. Each player explains and records his or her

score for the round. then is dealt three new
cards. (Old cards ate discarded.)

4. You can challenge a person it you think she/
he did not compute correctly or did not
find the maximum number of pout's_ If you
are nght, you get his or her points. If you
are wrong, the person you challenged gets
your points.

5. Alter each round, each player adds his or her
si.ore to 0E-previous total, The discards are'
reshuffled when the deck is used up.,

6. The game ends when someone reaches a
total of 500 or when a time limit is reached.

Variations. I a fraction or decirad: deck
. 2 Use more than three cards ,

Play "Minimo", Try to make the least num-
ber ut points. The lust one to reach .500 is
the winner_

4 Play to mule of less than 500



PRIME FACTOR GAME

by Marion T. Carr

The following is an example of one '4 the many
card games used in the general mathematics cl4sses
in West High School, Mankato, Minnesota. "Stu-
dents play games, cards, and engage in (1C11171iCS
that make class fun, hence students want to come
to class." This was originally written as part of an
article for the Saskatchewan Math Teachers Soci-
ety. Fall 1977

Cards and games should be fun and should reinforce
a concept that has been taught. Most teachers find that
students learn the rules for cards and games very rapidly.
while having ilifficulty with simple, basic concepts in
mathematics. The answer is that the student is motivated
to learn the rules for cards because It is more relevant at
this-time than learning about mathematics.

A typical card game that reinforces 3 concept is the
"Pnme Factor Game The deck consists of several factor
able numbers end their pnme factors. The teacher selects
15 or 20 factorable numbers and their grime factors. Thd
numbers are placed on individual blank playing cards, Each
card is made as shown in Figure 1.

The object of the game is to obtain a book of cards
consistrig :if a factorable number-and its priMe factors_ An
example would be Figure 1- 10. and 2. This boot is then
laid down on the table. The basic rules of "Rummy" are
used, even cards are dealt to each player., the remaining
cards are put Into the center of the table face down, with
one up as a discard or resere pile. A player must diseard,

on the. final hand The first player to lay down all
his or har cards wins Discarding rs ,iptional owihe final

1

10

Factor

Game

01

1

5

Factor

Game

Figure

89

Factor

Game

hand. Each player plays in turn around the table, drawing.
iaynitdown-, and/or -discarding. The-winne-r-gc-tr..a.point -for
each book and the losers a point against for each card left

in their hands.

PartatIon: Make a deck with jos; factors of number.

Students need to .b.hleo: su.....css Cards. games. and

puzzles are one the ways tt..1,1tioc Ellis sa.,,ess. Kids.

cards, and games can spell success.

11
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VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF. .A GAMEBOARD?

by Bettye C. Hall

amen, like manipulatives, are appropriate for stu-
depts ',f all 'grade' levels. The gameboard that fol-
loivs can be use,d with skill cards to reinforce what-
ever .concepts the teachcr (or students) choose(s).
The author is- an Ins(rictional Specialist with the
Houston Independent School District.

lea., a gameboard. One of the most 4ici.essful activi
ties to use with high schuuLstudents is a-game played un
gameboard that reinforces the lunt,ept(s) presented in class.
Any set of problems that would-riurmally-bsen-ted-in-
drill sheet form can be used with the gamehuard. The-uut.
standing feature of the activity is its flexibility. Once the
gameboard is constructed, it can be used over and over,
only the skill cards are changed to alter the concept to
reinforce. --

Here is ho. t works. For every four students you
need one gameboard, four game pieces, one die, and a set
of skill cards. The gameboard and the skill cards cal, be
made by. the students. saving the teacher a great deal of
time. The iu ur playing the game are as follows. (1) the
student draws a si11 card, ka"the problem, -and checks
his or her solution with the solution un the back of the skill
card, (2) if the solution is ...urrect.she;hetosses the die and
moves the numb of spaces indicated if the suction IN
wrung, she,'Le lures his or her tura. (3) when a player lands
un a space where there are additional directions written,
sheihe must follow time directions. (4) the first person to
reach the "Winner" circle wins the game.

The skill cards are the heart of the activity. Each
gameboard must trave its own set of skill cards 'f30 to 40
are sufficient). The cards can be made so that allstudents
are working on the same set of problems, or so that each
glop of four is working on the same corieept butyl differ-
ent levels of difficulty. Each card has a questiotf/or one
side and the answer on the back e.g., a ge9me try term on
the front and the definition on the back, a quadratic
equation on the front and the roots on the back, an
improper fraction on the front and the equivalent mixed
number on Ate back. The Omibilities are unlimited. if the
unit being studied is factoring, each classroom set of cards
could cvahlin specific type of factoring pattern- i_e.. a

set with trinomial squares, a set with the difference of two
squares, a set with trinomials that are not squares, a set
with polynomials that factor by grouping, and a-set with
the-difference of two cubes. At the-end-of thd unit a review
set for factoring could be made by taking some cards from
each of the sets above. A list of concepts for skill ce.rds can
be found at the end of this discussion.

The gameboard is designed on a letter-size file folder
for easy storage. Stationery stores carry file-folders in-many
colors. A variety of colors makes the ganieboards more
attractive. To construct a gameboard, choose a file folder
and make the playing spaces using cpcular or rectangular
stick-on labels. These need to be at least 2 to 3 centimetres
wide sv that alternate direction. can be easily written
inside the space. As you stick the labels on the file folder,
make a winding path and have at least one loop as a detour
path (see Figure 1 j. Use at least 30 labels the more you
use, the longer the game. After all the labels are in place,
begin marking the spaces with the alternate directions. If
you-use 35 circles and a detour similar to the iilustriitiun-in
Figure I, the spaces can be marked as follows.

vt

Space Number Comment

Start
3 Move-ahead one space

5 Detour (see Figure 2)
Take an extra turn

7 Lose one turn
10 Move back ofti..! space

13 (lop ahead two spaces
16 Go back four spaces

18 Take an extra turn
Sktp ahead three spaces

27 Move hack two spaces

1



Space Number Comment

31 Jump ahead one space
33 Exact throw to win
35 Winner

Figure 1

Fi glue 2

0

91

The spaces that do nut contain alternate directions can he
numbered or lett blank. When writing alternate dueetions,
tie st114 that they do not ;oUnteraCt each oilier e g,, "MOW
ahead iv% a spaces" should not land you on a space marked
"Lose one turn." Murk a space on the board tot the skill
cards tsee Figure 1). To keep students Wm working ahead,
the aids ,huuld be its 411 CirlitekPi: Slid .habit hunt rt as
each student takes his or her tutu.

If you wish to make the gameboaramore miciestmg,
use colorful stickerS and clever comments matched to the
stickets. llohday stickets, flower slickers, laity tale stickers<
and the like can be tied neat ta 1e spaces where you have
alternate directions For example, use a hockey player neat
a space marked "Take another turn- and wine under the
hockey player "Outstanding assist to score the winning
goal." Any type of stick-r can he ai..4, The Abet they ate,
the bet tei the older students seem to like them (sec Figure
3). All that I. necessary 'softie applciptialL comment to
accompany the sticker Generally 10 to 12 slickers will add
enough eolin and spice to make the grille more tun.

Figure

it 0 Y ra3RSt
tint °KEN

Pont the rules to the game, or. the outade id die file
folder Keep the yaks simply po,.sible (sec above)
Rerriernhei that the ubleo of the game is to have the
students work the probletri;, on the 4.01 cards Do not
quibble with the students ovei the roles' lk sure that the
rules they are ustnOre lair to all flayet.. Anil lei them platy
the game A,s long as they e Jong th7 basic mathernatiLs:
algebra. geometry, or whatever, that rs the important thin!.
1k sure to gibe your aittVity a Halite like "Random Kura"
"The Great Chx,e," or "Keep On Moving tusk the sto
dents tot suggestions,

ITtet pi.,,sihilniv, tot skill catch, are intlitvtl OA:, by
volt irrtattrtallt n, TI; vim started, lien: is a list tit cort
kepis I hoe used soar; hilly. V..L rim until yibljykl
to 1110.4, .ite 1014 gt:t toil ,t,ttive.,

2
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